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Abstract
Siipersyrnmetry provides the mi>st promising solution to the gauge hierar
chy problem. For super-symmetry to stablize the hierarchy, it must be broken
at the weak scale. The combination of weak scale supersymmotry and grand
unification leads to a successful prediction of the weak mixing angle sin" €\v
to within 1% accuracy. If supersymmetry is a symmetry °f nature, future ex
periments will discover many new particles, in particular the superpartners of
ail the quarks and leptons. The mass spectrum and the flavor mixing pattern
"This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High Energy
and .Nucie*r Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the XiS. Department of Energy under
Contract Dn-AO0MCSF0009S.

of these scalar quarks und leptons will provide important information about
a more fundamental theory at higher energies.
We studied the scalar mass relations which follow from the assumption
that at high energies there is a grand unified theory which leads to a significant
prediction of the weak mixing angle. Two intiagcncrationai mass relations for
each of the light generations are derived. In addition, a third mass relation is
found which relates the Higgs masses and the masses of all three generation
scalars. These relations will serve as important tests of grand unified theories.
The gauge interactions of any supersymmetric extension of the standard
model involve new flavor mixing matrices. In a realistic supersymnietric grand
unified theory, nontrivial flavor mixings are expected to exist at all gaugino
vertices. This could lead to important contributions to the neutron electric
+

dipole moment, the decay mode p —* A'°/i , weak scale radiative correc
tions to the up-type quark masses, and lepton flavor violating signals such
as p — C7. 'These also provide important probes of physics at high energy
scales.
Supersymmetric theories involving a spontaneously broken flavor symme
try can provide both a solution to the supersymmetric tiavor-changing prob
lem and an understanding of the fermion masses and mixings. We studied the
possibilities and the general conditions under which some fermion masses and
mixings can be obtained radiatively. We also constructed theories of flavor
in which the first generation fermion masses arise from radiative corrections
while flavor-changing constraints are satisfied.
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Chapter 1
Preamble

Two fundamental questions of the standard model of particle physics are the
origin of the eiectroweak symmetry breaking and the pattern of fermion masses
and mixings. In standard model, the electroweak symmetry breaking occurs be
cause the scalar Higgs doublet acquires a nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV).
However, in quantum field theory, the loop corrections to scalar particle masses are
quadratically divergent, so the scale of the electroweak symmetry breaking is un
stable against radiative corrections, and therefore the huge hierarchy between the
electroweak symmetry breaking scale and the Planck scale is a mystery. Weak
scale supersymmetry [1] offers the most promising solution to this problem. In supersymmetric theories, the quadratic divergences cancel between fcrmion loops and
boson loops. Therefore, the extension of standard model with supersymmetry softly
broken at the weal; scale does not suffer from the problem of unstable hierarchy.
In addition, the electroweak symmetry breaking is triggered by the dynamics of a
heavy top quark [2j instead of being put in by hand. Also, the grand unification
prediction for the weak mixing angle is highly successful if there are superpartners
at the weak scale. The experimental discovery of superpartners would represent
enormous progress in understanding the electroweak symmetry breaking. It could
also offer us a great handle of physics at very high energies through studying these
superparticles.
hi any supersymmetric extension of the standard model, the suporpartuers
of the quarks and ieptons must be given masses. There will be many new flavor
parameters in the scalar quark and lepton masses and mixings in addition to those in

the quarks and leptons. If these parameters are arbitrary, in general, they will cause
flavor-changing processes which are severely constrained by experiments. Hence,
these parameters must be constrained by physics at higher energies. That is, physics
at high energies will leave some imprints on these low energy parameters. Studying
these scalar quark and lepton masses and mixings will provide us an important
probe of physics at more fundamental levels.
Unification of fundamental physics has always been a goal for physicists. In
grand unified theories (Gt'T's), the standard model gauge group .$//(."}) x Sf.'('i) x
f/(1) is beautifully unified into a simple group 5(7(5) or J-'O(IO). The fermions
of a single family fit exactly into a 5 and a 10 representations of SU(5), or with
an additional right-handed neutrino, into a single 16 spinoria! representation of
50(10). Supersymmetry, which solves the hierarchy proLiem, allows us to ex
trapolate physics up to very high energies, and hence makes the dicussions about
unification at extremely high energies sensible. In fact, the combination of weak
scale supersymmetry and grand unification give a successful prediction of the weak
mixing angle. This is a strong hint that supersymmetric unification might be real
ized in nature. However, it is only one prediction and it could be an accident. In
chapters 2 and 3 we study other signals of supersymmetric unification, which will
serve as evidence for or against grand unification.
Fermion masses and mixings have been studied to provide tests of grand uni
fied theories [3, 4, 5], However, chiral and guage symmetry breaking effects can
mask the grand unified symmetry relations for the fermions. On the other hand,
:}

scalar particles can have symmetry-preserving masses and therefore provide a more
reliable test of supersymmetric unification, in chapter 2, wc study the scalar quark
and lepton spectrum in supersymmetric theories with the assumption that there is
a GUT at high energies with the successful prediction of weak mixing angle pre
served. Because the scalar particles belonging to the same multiplct have the same
mass at the GUT scale and the scaling from the GUT scale to the weak scale is
known, these scalar masses at low energy are related to each other. We derive two
intragenerationai relations for cadi of the light generations. In addition, a third
mass relation is found which relates the Higgs masses and the masses of all three
generation scalars. After the scalar quarks and leptons are discovered, verification
of these mass relations will provide an important test for grand unification.
Flavor and CP violations can also provide important probes of supersymmetric
grand unified theories [6, 7, 8, 9). Because the leptons and the quarks lie in the
same multiplets in unified theories, there will be new flavor and CP violating effects
in the lepton sector as well as in the quark sector. In chapter 3, we study these
new flavor and CP violating effects in a realistic supersymmetric unified theories.
In constrast with the minimal models, there are non-trivial flavor mixings in the up
quark sector. This can lead to important contributions to the neutron electric dipole
+

moment and to the proton decay mode p -» A'°fi and suggests thai there may be
important weak scale radiative corrections to the up type quark mass matrices. The
Icpton flavor violating signal y. —* ey is studied in the large tan p (defined in later
chapters) scenario and puts a strong constraint tin the slepton masses.
4

As mentioned above, if the scalar masses arid mixings are arbitrary, they will
induce unacceptable flavor-changing effects, this is known as the supersymmetric
flavor problem. A complete supersymmetric theory of flavor should address both
this problem and the fermion mass problem. The sniallness of supersymmetric con
tributions to the flavor-changing effects tculd be related to the smallness of the light
generation Yukawa couplings. Flavor symmetries should forbid Yukawa couplings
of the light generation fcrmions. .After the flavor symmetries are broken, the light
generation fermions can acquire small Yukawa couplings from the symmetry break
ing effects. One usual way to get small Yukawa couplings is the Froggatt-Nielseu
mechanism [10], which generates small numbers from the ratio of two different en
ergy scales. Another attractive way is to generate the light fermion masses through
radiative corrections, which automatically incorporates the small number ^ j from
the loop factor. In chapter 4 we show that supersymmetry has the right ingredi
T

ents for radiative fermion masses. \Ve study the possibility that some of the light
fermion masses arise from the loop corrections due to the flavor violations in scalar
masses, while the flavor-changing constraints are still satisfied. We also construct a
supersymmetric theory of flavor in which the fermion mass a> •<! mixing pat tern arise
naturally and the first generation fermion masses come from radiative corrections.

5

Chapter 2
Scalar mass relations in grand
unified theories

<i

2.1

Introduction
If sup'crsymmetry (SUSY) is a symmetry of nature, broken only at the weak

scale, then future experiments will discover many extra particles, in particular the
superpartners of all the quarks and leptons. The masses of these scalar quarks and
ieptons will provide extra clues about a more fundamental theory at higher energies.
However, whereas the quark and lepton masses provide information on how chiral
and flavor symmetries are broken, the squark and slepton masses will provide a
window to the structure of supersymmetry breaking.
It may be that the squark and slepton spectrum will show no clear pattern
or regularities, and the origin of the spectrum will become a major puzzle, rather
like the present situation with quark and lepton masses. However, much attention
has been focussed on a single theory, the minimal supersymmetric standard mode]
(MSSM), in which a very clear pattern emerges in the scalar spectrum. By the
MSSM we will mean the supersymmctric extension of the standard model with
minimal field content, which has a boundary condition near the Planck scale that
the soft supersymmetry breaking mass parameters for the scalar* are all equal.
In this model, the physical masses of the 14 squarks and sleptons of the lighter
two generations are given in terms of just 5 unknown parameters: the universal
scalar masses at the Planck scale, ml, the three gaugino masses, .U„. and the
ratio of electroweak breaking VEV's, tan/i = t'l/'v Due toellWts of large Yukawa
couplings, the physical squark and slepton masses of the heaviest generation depend

on one further parameter, the triscalar coupling A. Although these effects are well
understood and can easily be added, for simplicity, we consider only the lightest
two generations. Thus the MSSM has many relations amongst the scalar masses.
However, the question as to why all scalars are assumed degenerate at the Planck
scale becomes extremely important. If experiments are done to check the validity
of the scalar mass relations of the MSSM [11], what is the fundamental principle
which is being tested?
Flavor-changing processes provide considerable experimental constraints on the
form of thesquark and slepton mass matrices {] 2.13,14]. However, these constraints
are intimately connected with flavor violation and provide constraints between the
masses of scalars of different generations. For a given generation there are five
independent gauge invariant squark and slcpton masses: rn<},"iu<.m/>,nj/, and
mgc, where Q and L represent SU{'l) doublet squarks and sleptons, while V, D and
B are 5('(2) singlet squarks and sleptons. Certainly the flavor-changing constraints
do not constrain the ratios TTIQ : mo : mo '• mi : m j , and it is largely these ratios
which wiil be addressed in this chapter.
The assumption of a universal scalar mass at high energies originated from
studies of ;V = 1 supergravity theories in which supersymmctry is broken in a
hidden sector. The scalar mass was found to be universal in particular models
[IS, 1GJ and also in a wide class of models (17|. However, the universal mass is not
a general property of supergravity models, and involves an assumption about the
form of the Kahler potential. If there are ;V fields in the observable sector of the
S

theory, an SU(N) invariance of the Kahler potential guarantees the universality
of the scalar masses at the Planck scale [17], However, this symmetry is clearly
broken elsewhere in the theorjv and so the universality ol the scalar masses can
only be understood as a special property of certain supergravity theories. If the
scalar mass relations of the A4SSM were violated, it mfglit simply mean that thr
Kakler potential does not possess this SU{N) invariance.
In this chapter we study squark and slepton mass relations which follow from
two assumptions, which have nothing to do with supergravity.
(1) The standard model is unified into a grand unified theory.
It is well known that a grand unified symmetry, together with supersymmetry, has yielded a successful relation amongst the gauge couplings of the standard
model [I8j. Much attention has also been given to quark and lepton mass relations
which can follow from a grand unified symmetry. It therefore seems well worthwhile
studying what squark and slepton mass relations might follow purely from grand
unification.
(2) The generation changing entries in the squark and slcpton masses (in a
basis where the quark and icpton masses arc diagonal) arc sufficiently small not to
affect the scalar mass eigenvalues at a level of accuracy to which the mass relations
will b« experimentally tested.
In fact, the latter is hardly an assumption, such large flavor-changing effects'
:

ThefiavorchWRinfieffects are studied in later chapters.

0

are almost certainly experimentally excluded. Since the grand unified symmetry
acts within a generation, we expect relations amongst squark and slcpton masses of
the same generation, we do not expect any relations between masses oi particles in
different generations.
We begin section 2.2 by writing down the mass relations between squ&rks and
sleptons of a given generation which occur in the MSSM. We then list the as
sumptions which a supersymmetric grand unified theory (SGUT) must satisfy for a
successful weak mixing angle prediction to occur at the 1% level. Finally, we show
that, with these assumptions, we are able to Werive two intragenerational scalar
mass relations. The mass relation of the MSSM whicli relates the masses of the
two charged sleptons within a generation may be violated. This is a particularly
important mass relation since it is likely that the squarks will be much heavier than
the sleptons, and this will be the first mass relation of the MSSM to be tested.
In section 2.3 we study the extent to which this mass relation is expected to fol
low if the GUT gauge groups includes 50(10). While this slepton mass relation
is generically expected as a consequence of the 50(10) gauge symmetry, wc find
that radiative corrections and additional D term contributions to the scalar masses,
beyond those of the MSSM, may lead to its violation. In section 2.4 we show thai
even if the additional D term contributions do not arise at tree level, they could
be generated by radiative corrections. In section 2.5 we show that these extra Dintcractions found in SO(\0) could lead to an easing of the fine tunning problem
which has l>een found when the MSSM has large inn,3 and the universal scalar mass
10

boundary condition.

2.2

Scalar mass relations in a class of grand unified
theories
Before studying grand unified theories, wc give the well known predictions for

the scalar masses in the MSSM, taken to have universal scalar masses m§ at the
Planck scale. Mass splittings arise from renormalization group scaling from Planck
to weak scales (2, 20], and the reiiorinalizatiou group equations (RGE's) are given
by

2

jTT-SM
S{n)

*

+ £ l*ij*| ('"' + m) + ml + .4^.)].
>.*

(2.2.1)

p-aiMSb),

(2.2.2)

= £«m?(ri.

(2.2.3)

i

where a = 1,2,3 represents U(l)y, SU{'2)L and SU{$) ? t represents the species of
C

tbe scalar and K is the corresponding hypercliarge, Ajjt's are the soft SUSY breaking
trilinear scalar couplings, and Kn's are the superpolential couplings. Ciili'.) is the
s

1

second Casimir invariant of the gauge group a for the species i, Cj = '' ^ - for
the fundamental representation of SU{N), JVJ' for i/(l)». The a' term is zero
under the assumption of universal scalar masses and hence does not contribute.
'Toe SUib) GUT normilimion, j ; = \tf~, is med for the t'(l) coupling.
]]

For the lightest two generations, whose superpotential coupling contributions are
negligible, the mass splittings involve only contributions from the gauginos, which
2

have masses iWoa at the Planck scale. Mass splittings also arise from the D terms
of the potential due to Sl'{2)i x (t{l)y interactions. These are proportional to
M} cos 23- The result is
2

mffj.) = ml + £ / , , , * & + (T . - Quia 9w)Mlcos29,
3

(2.2.4)

a
c

where i runs over the seven types of squark and slepton: U, D, U , OS E, <V and £',
and it is understood that the two light generations have identical scalar spectra.
The renoriualization constants /„i are
Uri

- ^ ^ ( j g g j - l ) .

(2.2.5)

where 4„ is the one-loop beta function coefficient, and n should be taken equal to
the scalar mass, m,.
Suppose that 0 is known, for example from a Higgs majs measurement, then the
2

seven values of rn depend only on four unknown parameters, m and Afo» yielding
0

three iutiageneratiorial mass relations for the MSSM (19). Two further relations
follow if .Wo, is independent of a. In the following the scalar masses are scaled to
the same renormalization point so that these mass relations can be displayed in
simpler forms,
Two of these relations have only to do with £1/(2) breaking and are
m

m

m

u ~ "'p — li ~ % — MzCos'lficnstOw.
12

(2.2.ti)

These splittings arise because of the differing Tj quantum numbers of the upper and
lower components of the doublets Q = ({/, D) and £ = (W,.£). It is convenient to
define mjj and mj, as the average squared mass of the doublet representation, thus
m

o

=

m

{( i

m

a n d

+ i)

m

m

I — j( A'

+

m

e)-

m

^e

rest

1

s

1

s

° ' " ' cbap'e " 't ' the
C

C

masses raj,/ = 1...5 of the five types of multiplet Q,U ,D L

>

and £ ' which will

interest us. In the MSSM, these are:
2

m] = m= + Y. f°'ML ~ Yi s'" 9wMl cos 25,

(2.2.7)

a

where }'; is the hypercharge of muiliplet / (Q = T + 1').
s

The mass predictions of (2.2.7) arc based on several strong assumptions. The
universal scalar mass is a speculative assumption about the form of the interactions
in supergravity, and has been questioned, particularly by those working on stringinspired models (21]. The mass formula of equation (2.2.4) assumes the minimal
particle content beneath the Planck scale, if there are extra gauge interactions then
the index a = 1,2,3,4..., yielding extra terms. If there are extra chiral fields with
gauge quantum number then the K of equation (2.2.5) will change. Furthermore,
if these extra chiral fields allow further superpotential interactions of strength A
:

involving quark and lepcon fields, then additional terms proportional to A will
contribute to m^{fi).
In this chapter we study the scalar mass relations which follow from certain
assumptions about grand unification. The assumptions appear to us to be better
motivated than those listed above for the MSSM, since they are based on the sue13

2

cessful supersymmetric G U T prediction for sin 6%v [ISj, the weak mixing angle. The
=

precision measurement results for sin &w from LEP, SLD and CDF+DO are in good
2

agreement, and the combined global fit gives sin 9 {M )
W

= 0.2314±0.0002±0.0002,

Z

with ni( = 171 ± 12GeV [22j. The experimental numbers should be compared with
2

the supersymmetrie GUT central prediction of sin 8w(SGUT)
where the only uncertainty shown is t h a t due t o a,(Mz)

- 0.2342 ± 0.0014,

~ 0.120 T 0.005. In ad

dition, simple models could have uncertainties of 0.0030 from threshold corrections
at the G U T and weak scales. T h e weak mixing angle therefore provides the only
successful theoretical prediction at the \% level of any parameter of the standard
model. This suggests that we take the assumptions which are sufficient to get this
prediction and use them to make predictions for the squark and slepton masses.
These assumptions are
1. At some scale MG t h e gauge group is S(/(5) x G, where SV(&) contains the
entire standard model gauge group.
2. .At mass scales below Ma the gauge group is SU(3)

C

x S£/(2)i x V{})y

xG".

3. At mass scales below Mc the only particles coupling to the standard model
gauge interactions are those of the MSSM.

3

These assumptions are not a necessary requirement for an acceptable value
2

of sin #14/. Acceptable values can be obtained in v«ry many ways, for example in
3

3

In fact the prediction of s i n ^ is not altered if extra complete, degenerate S£/(b) muluplets

occur beneath Afc. We assume theac to be absent; it could He worth studying the extent to which
such representations affect the scalar mass relations.

14

non-supersymmetric SU(5) theories with extra multiplets which are not SU(5) de
generate [23]. However, it is these assumptions which uniquely produce a significant
prediction. All the other schemes have a free parameter which can be chosen to fit
2

4

siu c5u>.

What scalar mass relations follow from these assumptions? The first assump
tion imposes the boundary condition (which is taken to be at Mo now) on scalar
5

masses within the same generation :
m

c

because Q, E

an<

3 (•'' *" "

m

™Q, - "i£« = L's ~ i o ,

('2.2.8)

mi* = moj = T?!J,

(2.2.9)

e m

a

r

10 dimensional representation, and L and D lie

in the 5. There is no boundary condition relating masses of particles in different
generations, and hence no such mass relations will result.
Let us study a particular generation, and suppose that in the St't'a'l x C theory
it lies in representation (10,2"?j) + (5,/J ). If R and li,. are non-trivial and if
s

t

(1 breaks to G' which is non-trivial, then the (," gatiginos can renorma'ize the
squark and sleplou masses. However, since all members of the 10 have the same
6" quantum numbers, this renormaiization is common, and can simply be absorbed
4

I « the MSSM the kcalt of fcupentyninietry breaking in not a free parameter - it is determined

to be of order the weak scale by radiative electroweak symmetry breaking.
''Mixings between the three low energy generations and some heavy vector-like particles at the
GUT*CAIC may spoil th««e reIations|24j. However, large mixings are not expected since the KM
matrix i& very close to unity
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into the unknown parameter mio. Au identical situation applies to the 5. Hence
the common mass mj in the formula (2.2.7) should be replaced by mi —> mj which
0

take on the two possible values shown in (2.2.8) and (2.2.9) according to whether /
lies in a 10 or 5 representation. In addition, the S term, which vanishes under the
universal boundary condition assumption, is now given by
S(M ) = £YlmUMo) = m ^ A f e ) - m% Wc).
C

(2.2.10)

t

i

Since Hi aud H, lie in different representations of SU(5), rnr {Mo) and
Hl

my^Ma)

arc not necessarily equal. From (2.2) it follows that S scales as a ,
t

S(l«>)

l

o,(y« )
0

-

'

The contrihutions of the S term can be written as
* m , V ) = K-r,

(2.2.12)

s

where
T = - ^ ( 5 ( J / ) - Sip)) ~ - & S ( A f c K l - ; $ & )
C

2

1

--jfr^X *© -!)-

(2-2-13)

Among the five masses (2.2.7) of each light generation, there arc three combinations
independent of mj :
0

J

"'$-">?/<

-

(C- -^C,)W '-^sir- ^.A/|.:o 2/* + | r ,

m^-r«^

= (Cj + C - | g C , ) A /

m'fr-ml

=

s

0

a

S

>
0

(22.1-Sa)

+ gsin'en-^«>s2j?-grj(2.2.Hb)
3

(G»-C -iC,)/W?-?sijj «,rArjcos2i+|r.(2.2.14c)
J

where we have written /

a (

= C for a color triplet, fa = C-, for a weak doublet
3

and /ij = yj'Ci, Ma is the gaugino mass at the GUT scale, and the a (M )
a

should be replaced by a (Ma)a

r

in / „

By rearranging the above equations, we arrive at

the following two mass relations independent of T:
2 m | - raf., - m\,
i

m

,

Q

+ m ,~m% -Tnl
D

i

=

2

(C + 2 C , - ? | e , ) A / ,
3

(2.2.15a)

0

I

= (2C, - •yC,),W ,

(2.2.15b)

0

and also an expression for T:
3
10 1
T = — (ro| - 2m£„ + m£,, + ittj;. - mj, + — sin" ff Ml cos2d).
w

(2.2.16)

Since S(A/c) is only proportional to thediffereiicemJ^A/t,)—mJ (Afo)and &j = " ,
/l

a,

we have JlfJ < TYI»>/;,(A/C) — 'n//,(A/c)i- Jf the splitting between m' (Afc) " l
f

mj> (itfc) is not too large, then T is small and these mass relations of (2.2.14),
with T = 0, are approximately true. Alternatively, one can use (2.2.3). (2.2.13) and
(2.2.16) to get
2

(m£ - 1m\,, + mj,* + m\< - m\ + *§ sin (>»• A/|cos2/J) „ „ „ „ , .
w

-H»4 - mi,) ^ SM -?T = -(.„£#.,.,)r - f r

This combination does not suffer from the renormalization effects of the large third
generation Yukawa couplings. Using T from (2.2.11!) in (2.2.17) gives a third (in-
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tergenerational) mass relation:
2

(m£ - 2mjr« + fiij). + m | - m J. + ^ sin 0H-A/J cos 2,3),,; ;»<( /«.
t

=

a r

2

- {(m§ - 2mj% + ni^jy -f r n | - m;[ + ^ sin *H>.W§ COS 23)
t

lrd

„,,.

The MSSM provides 4 mass relations within each generation: those of (2.2.14)
with 7" = 0 together with
2

ml - m

!

EI

2

= {C - 7 d ) A / + !sin 0ivA/!cos2.3,
2

0

4

(2.2.19)

&

and also predicts identical spectra for each of the light generations.
In this section we have shown that two of these mass relations follow from a
complclciy different boundary condition assumption than (he one of universal scalar
masses used for the MSSM. We have found that, in any CUT where the successful
prediction of the weak mixing angle at the 1% accuracy level is preserved, two of
the four mass relations of the MSSM for each light generation is preserved and a
third one can be recovered provided that the third generation scalar masses and
Higgs masses arc also measured.

2.3

An extra mass relation in SO(10)?
The mass relation (2.2.19) can be reformulated as a relation between the two

charged slcpton masses of a given generation:
1

ml - ml-. = (C, - *C )M- + ( - £ 1 2 sin Ow)\i} cos 2d.
t

IK

(2.3.1)

In the following we -vill not include the contributions from the S term. It is assumed
to be small or can be obtained from (2.2.16) or (2.2.17), then be substracted front
the scalar masses. It is also assumed that Mo is known (e.g. from the chargino mass
measurement). This relation is particularly important because:
(a) The super-QCD interactions tend to increase the masses of the squarks
above the sleptons, hence wc expect this to be the first scalar mass relation of the
MSSM to be tested.
(b) We have shown that this relation is precisely the one which cannot be
deduced from SU[5) unification. This is clearly because E and E' are in different
representations of Sl'(5).
If the gauge group is extended to include SO(10), such that a single generation
lies entirely in a 16 dimensional spinor representation, then it is tempting to think
that this slepton mass relation will be recovered, perhaps one can view this partic
ular mass relation as a low energy signature of 50(10). In this section, we explore
in more detail the extent to which this is true.
We will make the three assumptions, given in the last section, necessary for
the GUT to yield a significant sin'-'fliv prediction. In addition we add the 4th
assumption:
4. At energy scales greater than Mia, which is greater than or equal to Mathe gauge group contains a factor which includes the usual .90(10) gauge group.
This assumption provides the extra boundary condition which sets ni; (ft) and
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m

E'M

equal »*• /' S Wio- The crucial question now is: are there any additional ef

fects which could split these masses other than those of the SU(2)i, x £/( 1 )y gaugino
contributions and the $U('2) xl/(l)r
fl

2

D interactions, shown in (2.2.19) and (2.3.1)?

There are four such effects , which could break the siepton mass relation in an
important way [25, 26, 27j:
(a) Radiative contributions from the gauge couplings and gaugino masses be
tween Mm and Mc,
(b) Radiative contributions from the superpotcntial couplings between A/ and
1B

M,
a

(c) Tree level D term contributions,
(d) Radiativcly generated D term contributions.
Suppose that A/| is higher than Mo, and that beneath Mm 50(10) breaks
W

down to Sf(5) (or $U(5) x 0'(\)x )• The two charged sleptons of a given generation
belong to 5 and 10 representations of SU(o) respectively and therefore their masses
receive different radiative corrections. The radiative correction contributions from
the SU(o) gaugino mass is

Sm'W - jU?,(ft)(l - f | £ g WiiMr.).

(2.3.2)

whereC (5)= £ andCj(lO) = » . Therefore wc have ^ / ^ « a. If f(l).y survives
2

beneath A/|o, the t-'(I),v gaugino mass also contributes to the radiative corrections
arid reduces this ratio (A'IO ~ - 1 , Xj = 3), but in general its contributions ate
smaller.
20

if this is the only source which violates the slepton mass relation, then we have
1 < 2 » < 5,
mj

(2.3.3)

2

and the violation should be small if gaugino mass is found to be small unless the
gauge coupling increases very rapidly above Ma
la addition to the radiative corrections from the gauge couplings, if the slcptons
have some superpotential coupling of strength A with fields which acquire masses
O(MG),

then there are radiative corrections to the slepton masses between M;o
!

and Ma at order A . In order to generate significant violations of the slepton mass
relation, A has to be large, probably fe|, but such a large superpotcntiai coupling
could also destroy the degeneracy of scalar masses of different generations and induce
unacceptableflavorchanging effects unless there is a horizontal symmetry above Ma
which keeps the scalar masses of the two lighter generations degenerate.
D term contributions to scalar masses can arise when the rank of the gauge
group is reduced.
U{l)

x

To see this, consider the following situation.

Suppose the

subgroup of SO(10) (50(10) D SU(5) x U(\)x) is broken by the VEV's of

A' and 7?fieldswhich lie in 16 and 16 representations of SO(10). The (.'(I ) gauge
x

interaction contains a piece

i^(X,v !Af - A'.vjTvT + £ Jf, M Y ,

(2.3.4)

where A'; is the X charge of the #, field. When the VEV's of A' and A' fields are not
equal, it gives extra contributions to the squared masses of scalar fields of uouzero
X charges. This happens if the soft SUSY breaking masses of A' and A' are different
21

120,28. 29|. The relevant part of the scalar potential for these fields we take to be
J

V(As77) = ! . « { * „ | A f - X * | ] v - | )

s

7

! !

+m% |/V|* + mfotfl + A'jA'A - n \ ,

(2.3.S)

where m% and m^ are the soft SUSY breaking masses of the A' and N fields, and
they are of the order of the SUSY breaking scale ms- The last term is to give large
7

7

7

VEV's (~ v) to A' and A fields.* Defining E == |Af + IA *!, A s |Af - lA *!,
ml = 5(mjv + m^r) and m\ = jfm*. — m^-), we can rewrite V as
* • » / , *

. . • » .

3 n

.

? » . . ? i *

3

V = jsriWvA)* + m | S + m i A + A ' ^ V S ' - A - ^f.

(2.3.6)

Minimizing the potential with respect to A we obtain

-VvSx

/'

This shifts the mass of the scalar particle with charge A'; by the amount
cm? = j&Xj.Y.vA * — £ - m i

(2.3.8)

Therefore any scalar particle which carries U{l)x charge will receive a tree level D
term contribution which is proportional to its V{i)x charge and the difference of the
r

7

soft-breaking masses m% and mft. Since A and A lie in differentrepresentationsof
50(10), SO(IO) allows mf, to be very different from m^, and also Xio and A'j are
different (A'IO = —1, A'5 ~ '.t), this provides a large breaking of the slepton relation
(2.2.19), (2.3.1).
'Different ways of sublizing the VfiV's of A' and 77 do not change the basic result, they only

give corrections to the higher aider terms in equation (2.3.7).

From the above discussion it follows that a significant violation of the siepton
mass relation by the D term requires a large difference between ml- and niy (of
the same order of the slepton masses). If some symmetry of the Kakler potential
guarantees that m% and m\ are equal at the tree level, a large difference between
them can still be generated by radiative corrections, especially if U(l)x is broken
by the same radiative corrections at some much lower energy. We consider such a
model in the next section.

2.4

Large D term corrections from radiative breaking of
U(Dx
If the scalar masses are universal at the Planck scale because of seme symmetry

of the Kahler potential, the difference between m% and mj^ can still be generated
by radiative corrections below the Planck scale if A' and 7? couple to other fields
differently. An interesting case is that the Vil )x is also broken by the same radiativecorrections which modify mj/ and rn'4^, i.e., .V and 7? fields get VEV's when mj =
|(mj, + mj;) is renormalized to negative. In this case, m^ - hm% - m^.) ~ m%
which is presumably comparable to the masses of the squarks and slcptons, then
the 0 term correction to the sparticle spectrum can hf quite Urge. In wliat follows
we wnsider a simple model which will demonstrate this case.
We attune, for simplicity. Mm — Mo, and beneath Ma, the particle con
tents are the usual ones in the MSSM with three right-handed neutrinos, the ad

•-'.!

ditional U(l).\ gauge field, an A' and an 7?fieldsdiscussed above which break the
l'(l)x when they get nonzero VEV's, and three gauge singlets St, k = 1.2,3. The.V
and 7F belong to the 16 and 16 representations of SO(10) at the GUT scale with all
other components getting superheavy masses and decoupled below the GUT scale.
This can be achieved by a 45 Higgs with VEV's in the hypercharge direction[30).
The two low energy Higgs doublets H and i / are assumed to belong to the 10
t

2

representations of 50(10) and their X charges are 2 and 2 respectively. The X
charges of all chiral fields are shown ia Table 2.1. Note that we only add the static

J field:

1L

UR<

dR

X

-1

-1

3

c

h <*' "* {
3

-J. - 5

Table 2.1: The Uil)

H

/ / j

_2

2

t

A' N 5
-5

0

5

charges of different fields

x

dard model gauge group singlets to the MSSM so that the successful prediction of
2

sin 6w in the SGUTs is retained.
We consider a superpotential given by
IV = Q\ V'H
B

^«-.H

t

2

+ QXoD'ih + L\ E'Hi
E

+ £ A «, ;$t3?.
4

fl

+

L\u' lh
R

(2.1.1)

Other possible interactions, such as NSiJv. m.Sj and .S'J, could vanish either because
.*>'*'* W embedded in some non-trivial representations of SO( 10), or because of some
discrete symmetry. (For example, a parity whose lepton fields change sign and &
and 7t are multiplied by •',) The scalar potential involving N and 7v*fieldsis given

by

v

2

+ E M*2vf + m% |Af + yiN \ + £ AkXkW&J!
m

=

2

3

^ > O v A + £ A ^ , | ) + mj.S + m i A

*=l

jfc-1

*»»

where S, A, m|, and m\ are defined as before. When m | is driven negative
by the Yukawa interactions \tfiu-StN at some intermediate mass scale Mi, ( V s
are assumed to be 0(1),) A* and W fields will get nonzero VEV's and break the
V[l)x . The difference of the squares of their VEV's A is given by A = -- j ^ V by
minimizing V with respect to A, and the sum £ is fixed by the one-loop correction

to the scalar potential [31j, £ ~ M} where Mi is the scale at which m^Ali)
m

h(Mi)

-

+ mfyMi) — 0 |28). Fig. 2.1 shows the evolutions of the soft breaking

masses of A', N, Si, and PR'L- fields. For simplicity, we have assumed that the
soft SUSY breaking parameters are universal at M and the parameters are chosen
(;

to be A«, — A,,,u = 1.5, Aw.rti < 1, AM, = 1, A' = 1,2,3, and the universal soft
breaking trilinear couplings Ag = iimg. The »)•„, is also driven negative at low
••'ifrgies bwiiise of tin- lorge A,, coupling. However, the terms J^IUI Pi"fi';A'
'We UK S wd AT to represent bath (he juperiiddi and their acaiu components. U should be
rkar whi?h on* <hey reprewm.
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Figure 2.1: The evolutions of the soft breaking masses of N, 7?, St. aud i'tt't fields
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from GUT scale (2.7 x 10 GeV) to U(l)x breaking scale (30 TeV).
An universal soft breaking mass mo is assumed al GUT scale and the parameters
are chosen to be A — A.,,0 s 1.5,A .TO *£ I.AAO =. l , t — 1,2,3 , and the universal
(0

W

soft breaking trilinear couplings Ao = 3mo-

20

in the scalar potential V (oquation{2.4.2)) prevent both 77 and VR' from getting
non-zero VEV's. After ('(1 )^- is broken, the mass square of I/RJ gets a large positive
contribution from the J? VEV and (URI) remains zero.
The present bounds ou the mass of the ^(I)A' gauge beson Z are Mz > 320
x

x

GeV (direct) and > 670 GeV (indirect) [32]. The primordial nucleosynthesis may
put a more stringent limit on A/?,, taking A'. < 3.5, A/7, has to be greater than
O(TeV) {33} because of the extra massless states present in our model. Cosmolog
ies! constraints also put an upper limit on Mj. The fiaton (a linear combination
r

of A and Ts which corresponds to the quasi-flat direction) decays into light parti
cles through the heavy intermediate states of 'O(Mi) after the phase transition of
0'{\)x breaking. The decay rate must be fast enough in order not to affect the pri
mordial nucleosynthesis or os'er-dilute the baryon asymmetry. This gives an upper
bound on M; [34]. With these considerations, we will take Mi to be in the range
3

7

of 10 GeV to 10 GeV.
Compared with MSSM, the scalar masses contain two extra contributions: the
U(l)x gaugino contribution and the U{l)x D term. For the first two generations
where the Yukawa couplings are negligible, the scalar masses are given by

">? = "4 + itf.iMg + IxiMS
2

+(73, -- Q,sin 0 )Atlcos23
w

- •^•m\,
-f.v

(2.4.-1)

where mo and Mo are the scalar mass and gaiigino mass at Ma respectively, / „ , a •-
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1.2,3 are the same as before and fxi is given by

2

Xf,a (M )
x

t

In this simple model, m± can also be expressed in terms of mo and Afo,
ml = m' = ml + fx.vMj,

(2.1.6)

N

then we have

2

+(T* - 0,- sin 0 )Ml cos 20.

(2.4.7)

IV

The corrections - j ^ m j + (/.<* — J^-JXN)^

to the masses of squarks and sieptons

compared to (he MSSM can be as large as 60% for X; — 3 in the limit m S> Maa

Fig. 2.2 shows the comparison of the scalar spectra with and without the U{ 1 )x V
term corrections for a set of m and M .
u

a

We see that the corrections are more

significant for the sleptons than for the squarks because of the smaller gaugino
mass contributions to the sleptons than to the squares. Now the slepton mass
relation (2.3.1) is modified to be

m\-m\,

= (a.-jC^M'

+ SCxAft+lmi
2

+ ( - - 4-2sin 0 .)Micos2#,
H

where fx, — XfCx-

(2.4.S)

In a more general 50(10) theory there is no simple relation

between m^ and m | and m\ has to be treated as a parameter.
Before going to the next section, we have three comments on this model.
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315

"it

•
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,

«-
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. (GeV)
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Wiih V[l)x D-terrn

mo = 200CeV, M <* 100OV, u n p = 2
0

Figure 2.2; Comparison of the scalar particle spectra with and without the U(l).*
D term corrections for a set of mo. Ma and taa /?.
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(1) S term contributions: When {/(l)xis broken at intermediate energy Mi,
S(Mi) is also slutted by 6m% -Sm^
a

- \m\. Then the equations (2.2.13), (2.2.17)

and (2.2.18) are not valid. Therefore, if (2.2.15a), (2.2.15b) hold but (2.2.18) does
not, it may be a hint of an V(l).v breaking at intermediate energy scale and pro
viding a. shift of the S term.
(2) Neutrino masses: In our simplest modci, there arc three heavy Dirac neu
trinos and three massless neutrinos because of the three singlet states we introduced
[35, 36]. We can see them from the mass terms of the neutrinos (for simplicity, we
only consider one family here and drop the family indices)
"iDJ/i<4 + MDSV'R,
where m = A, (#£) ~ 0{m^, ),
D

t

(2.4.9)

and Mo = A(A') ~ 0(A//) One linear combi

nation of vi, and S, fisinS + 5coa9, where tanO = jjjj, is married with f

R

and

gets a large mass y/mj, + M2, ~ C[Mi), which is consistent with experimental con
straints [36), and the other combination vicosO— S sin 0 is left masslcss. However,
it is possible to give the three light neutrinos small majorana masses which are
favored to solve the solar neutrino problem by just addiag some extra interactions
to the superpotcntial of the model. For example, if we add to the superpotential
the non-rcrsormalizable interaction -j^S^Nl? which gives a small majorar.a mass
1

term mgS = j j - (A') (F)S* to S, then the mass matrix of the fields vi, J/JJ, and S
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becomes
0
M =

m

i

m

0

o

MD

Mp

m

D

p

0

s

(2.4.10)
i

The product of the three mass eigenvalues is given by det M = —m|,ms, and the
two larger masses are approximately equal to MQ, so the mass of the light neutrino
is approximate
n»/, A, 2: —rTj
S

2

~ —

{2A.ll)

which is simitar to that generated by the usual see-saw mechanism.
VX) b-T Yukawa unification: Because the U( 1 )x is broken at low energy, there are
extra interactions surviving at low energies compared with the MSSM. Especially
the T-neutrino Yukawa coupling \ „ . which should be about the same as A, at the
GUT scale enters the RGB's of many parameters. The RGE for the br mass ratio
li is modified to be
+

sfe - i&Hr* U+* ~ * + * * ~ ** '•

<«•«>

In the small tan j3 case where Aj and A can be ueglected, the unification of // and
r

r Yukawa couplings in SGUT requires a large top Yukawa coupling to compensate
she contribution from the $(/{$) gauge coupling. In our model the contribution of
A, is largely cancelled out by Aj.,, making it difficult to achieve the b-r unification
for the top Yukawa coupling staying in the perturbative regime at the GUT scale.
However, since the 6- and r- Yukawa couplings are small, they do not necessarily
come from a single rcnormaiizablc interaction of the form 10 10 lfi, in SOt 10} and
3

::i

therefore their unification is not mandatory. In the large tan & case where A and A
4

T

are comparable to X (which we will discuss in the next, section), the terms 3AJ — 3A*
t

in the RGE for R also contribute and make up the negative contribution from A„„
(At > A below the GUT scale). In addition, the couplings between b and H*
T

through the bottom squark-ghiino loops and top squark-chargino loops [37, 38, 39]
could also give a significant contribution to R if tan & is large. Therefore, the i-T
unification is possible in this case.

2.5

Fine-tuning problem in the Yukawa unification
scenario
Recently, the large tan/3 scenario in which the lau lepton and the bottom

and top quark Yukawa couplings unify at the grand unification scale has drawn
considerable interest [38. 40. 41. 42). This happens in an 50(10) GUT if the two
light Higgs doublets lie predominantly in a single 10 representation of the gauge
group SO(I0) and the ', b, and r masses originate in the renormalizable Yukawa
interactions of the forni T6310 IGj. In this case, the top quaik mass can alsu be
predicted and it was predicted to be heavy [3S|. In fact, such a heavy top quark has
be found by the CDF and DO collaborations at the Fer:nitab[43, 44), m, = ISO ± 12
GcVj'22j. The problem with this scenario is that radiative electrowcak symmetry
breaking is hard to achieve although significant progress has already been made
[39, 42, 45. 4C|. Tlwr masses of the up- and down-type lliggs are the same at Mu,
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because they lie in the same representation and run almost in parallel because of
the boundary condition A (JV/, ) = Aj(itfio). Usually one relies on heavy gauginos to
(

0

amplify the small hypercharge-induced difference in the running of m'y and my,.
i

However, all these attcmps require severe fine tuning of the parameters which wc
will explain below.
The relevant part of the Higgs potential is given by
/<?l«.°f + r\\Utf

+ B {H°h!
h

2

+ k-c) + \(S

a

+ 4 H l f l ? f - WTf-

(2.5.1)

Minimizing the Higgs potential we obtain the following conditions,

Un'fl-1
1

f-?-- „;„

(2.5.2)

~ 2
20.

(2.5.3)

Inthecaseof A,(Af,o) = Ai(A/| ),tan^=; =^ ~O(50) > 1. Weseethat& ~ -%f0

for n\ not too large, then
"A-A

+ I'l - (/«? - fl) ~ Ml < ji\ - til s t , m j .

(2.5.1)

where m* is the CP-odd scalar mass . m | is the typical supcrsymmctric particle
mass scale, my ~ max(mo, Mo), and < represents the custodial symmetry breaking
c

effects. Equation (2.0.4) tells us that both iri\ and A/J are smaller than e,.-"is'
so there is an 0{e ) fine-tuning of the Z mass. In addition, writing m j - <m;,
c

c < f <f. 1, wc have
c

~^v = i sin 20 ~ - i - =s. - / , # ~ — ~ m i .
tm|
2
tan/*
tan.tf
5
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(2.5.5)

2

While n is typically of the order ms in order to satisfy p\ = mj,, + p ^ — j * ,
the B parameter which receives contributions from the gaugino masses and the soft
SUSY-breaking triliitear scalar coupling A and therefore is also naturally of the
order m has to be fine-tuned to O(^^ms).
s

The fine-tuning is at least one pari

s

in 10 and is much worse than the naive expectation JJJJThe U(l)x D term which gives the opposite contributions to mj

h

and m;^

provides the desired ingredient to solve this problem [30, 39, •5Yj. One can cither
simply have m^ ,= m^ at tree level |39) or have the difference mi^ generated by
radiative corrections as described in the last section. However, the simple model
discussed in the previous section gives a positive contribution to my and a negative
1

contribution to mj

ll

which is incompatible with the fact that ^J > fi\. We thus

modify the model so that it has interactions A*VjjSi'<V, It — 1,2,3, instead of
t

Xit'if^SiN.

The Sj,"s are still standard model gauge group singlets, but carry

U{l)x charge +10 (they may belong to the 126 of SO(10)|. We also have to add
~57(X = —10) to the model in order to cancel the anomaly and we assume that
they only have the l/(l)xgauge

interaction. Then, the m,*., instead of mfc, is

driven negative by the Yukawa interactions. The »«£ — j(r«'£. — m^} becomes
negative in this case and therefore it gives the correct-sign D term contributions to
rrsjfj and m% . Let iroj, be the difference between m;,, and mj,, generated by the
1

m

renormalijation group from MOVT t° s without the D term correction.
f,m), - tnf,, - m) - <. m| < m%
h
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c

(2..VC)

The parameter raj = ji\ + n\ is now given by
m\ = p? + ii\ = (^ - £) + 2/i| ~ /> + SroJ, - A/£,
—

where D = ( | " ' l )

—

(+§">£) =

—

m

f"<i ~ s-

f°

r

, n

(2.5.7)

s larger than Afz, ni^

is naturally of the order ro| and the problem of a light m% can be avoided. The
fine-tuning problem of /tB is also relieved though not totally eliminated as wc can
see from equation(2.5.5) that a line tune of ~^ ~ 0(-~) is still required. However,
it should be generic since a large pure number tan /? has to be generated.

2.6

Conclusions
It is well known that quark and lepton mass and mixing angle relations may

provide evidence for grand unification. Although squarks and sleptons have yet to
be discovered, mass relations amongst scalars provide a much more reliable test of
unification than do the relations involving fermion masses. This is because chiral
and gauge symmetry breaking effects mask the grand unified symmetry relations
for the fermions, but are not present for the scalars. In this chapter we have derived
several scalar mass relations which follow directly from the grand unified symmetry,
and wc have studied the reliability of such relations as a probe of supersymmetric
unification.
The small size of flavor-changing processes suggests that in models with weakstale supersyminetry the squarks of a given charge should be approximately degen
erate. Tbis has led to the speculation that squarks and slcptons of different charae

might also be degenerate. Although only a speculation, such a boundary condi
tion of universal scalar masses has become a ubiquitous feature of supersymmetric
models and is incorporated in the minimal supersymmeric standard model. Since
there are five types of quark and leptons, the quark and lepton weak doublets Q
C

and £ and the weak singlets 0' ,D° and E°, such a boundary condition leads to four
relations between the scalar masses. However, the origin of these relations is more
a matter of simplicity than of any underlying fundamental principle.
In this chapter wc have derived mass relations, between scalars of a given
generation, which result from the most general possible boundary condition that
respects a grand unified symmetry. With 5£/(5) unification, the five types of quarks
and leptons are unified into two irreducible representations ( 0 , V , £ ' ) and ( i , D"),
leading to the expectation of three mass relations, which are given in equation
(2.2.14). However, these three relations involve a quantity '/', which depends on
the mass splitting of the Iliggs scalars at the unification mass, it is likely thai
this mass splitting is small enough that the relations (2.2.14) with T — 0 will
result. However, if the mass splitting is very large there are only two mass relations
between the scalar mass parameters of each of the light generations. These relations
are given by eliminating T, and are given in equations (2.2.15). We believe that
1

these relation * must be correct in any grand unified theory which incorporates the
usual SU(5) group. If these relations are found to be incorrect, then it is unlikely
that grand unification is correct. Although extra particles and interactions could be
added U> a grand unified theory to invalidate these mass relations, such particles and

interactions will lead to extra renormalizations of the weak mixing angle, upsetting
the outstanding agreement between the theoretical prediction and the experimental
value.
Even if the parameter T is large, a third mass relation can be derived because'/'
can be evaluated by measuring the Higgs boson and third generation scalar masses.
This mass relation is given in equation (2.2.18).
If the quark and leptons are further unified, so that all five species of a gener
ation are unified in a single representation, as occurs in 50(10) theories, a fourth
mass relation is to be expected. This is written, ignoring 7', in equation (2.3.1), as
a relation between the masses of the two charged sleptons. This mass relation is
likely to be the first which is subject to precise experimental test. If it were verified
it would provide striking support for SO(10) unification. However, unlike the two
mass relations mentioned above, it is not a necessary consequence of SO(IO) unifi
cation. We have shown in this chapter that it is possible to have large corrections
1

to this mass relation from U(\)x D interactions, either at tree level or by radiative
corrections.
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enough, as in the popular supergravity models, it may be possible for the minimal
50(10) theory to be probed throughout the interesting range of supcrpartner masses
by searches for ;i —» e-- and J .
e

The flavor-changing and CP-violating probes of 50(10) arc sufficiently powerful
to warrant an exploration of consequences for non-minimal models, which is the
subject of this chapter. In particular, we study 50(10) theories in which
(I) The Yukawa interactions are non-minimal.
In the minimal model the quarks and leptons lie in three lG's and the two
Higgs doublets Hv and Ho lie in two 10 dimensional representations 10j; and 10p.
The quark and charged lepton masses are assumed to arise from the interactions
1SA{/16 10[> + 16A I6 10o- This model is a useful fiction: it is very simple to work
D

with, but leads to Hie mass relation m jm„ = « W m „ which is in error by an order
t

of magnitude. It is clearly necessary to introduce a mechanism to insert 50(10)
breaking into the Yukawa interactions. The simplest way to achieve this is to assume
that at the unification scale, Ma, someoi the Yukawa interactions arise from higher
dimensional operators involving fields A which break the 50(10) symmetry group.
This implies that Ay.o —» *V.D(A).

Every realistic model of 50(10) which lias been

constructed has this form: hence one should view this generalization of the minimal
model as a necessity.
(II) Tht ratio of ciectrotLxaJt Vk'V's, tan/3 -* iv/vp,
ss I7i,/nu.

40

>s allowed to be larae,

This is certainly not a necessity; to the contrary, a simple extrapolation of
the results of (7] to such large values of tan fi suggests that it is already excluded
by the present limit on /i —• e^. The case of large tan/J in 50(10) has received
much attention {5. 38, 39, 40, 41] partly because it has important ramifications for
the origin of m /mt
t

= (A,/A>)tan/8. To what e-.tent is this puzzling large ratio

to be understood as a large hierarchy of Yukawa couplings, and to what extent in
terms of a large value for tan 0? If the third generation masses arise from a single
interaction of the form I63I63IO it is possible to predict m, using tnt and m as
r

input [40], providing the theory is pcrturbative up to MQ. The prediction is 175± 10
1

GeV J38], and requires tan, ? « m,/my In tilts chapter we investigate whether this
intriguing possibility is excluded by the fi —> ef signal; or, more correctly, we
determine whether it requires a soft origin for supersymmmetry breaking, making
it incompatible with the standard supergravity scenario [15, lfi, 17).
In the next section we show that 50(10) models with A -> A(.4> possess new
gaiigino mixing matrices in the tip-quark sector, which did not arise in the minimal
models. In section 3.3 we set our notation for the supersymmetric standard model
with arbitrary gaugino mixing matrices, and we show which mixing matrices are
expected from unified models according to the gauge group and the value o: tan $.
in section 3.4 we describe the new phenomenological signatures which are generated
by the gaugino mixing matrices in the up sectur; these signatures are generic to all
models with Yukawa interactions generated from higher dimensional operators. The
1

consequences of large tan li for the flavor and CI violating signatures are analyzed
-ii

analytically in section 3.5 and numerically in section 3.6. The analysis of the first
five sections applies to a wide class of models. In section 3.7 we illustrate the results
in the particular models introduced by Anderson er al. [5j. As well as providing
illustrations, these models have features uniqr.e to themselves. Conclusions arc
drawn in section 3.S.

3.2

N e w flavor mixing in t h e up sector
In (0, 7, S, 9j flavor and CP violating signals are studied in minimal SV(5) and

50(10) models with moderate tan &. In these models the radiative corrections to
the scalar mass matrices are dominated by the top quark Yukawa coupling A, of the
unified theory, so the scalar mass matrices tend to align with the up-type Yukawa
coupling matrix and ail non-trivial ilavor mixing matrices are simply related to the
KM matrix. However, as mentioned above, the minimal models do not give realistic
fermio.i masses. One has to insert 50(10) breaking into the Yukawa interactions.
The simplest way to achieve this is to assume that the light fcrmion masses come
from the non-renorrrializable operators

where the 16;'s contain the three low energy families. 10 contains the Higgs dou
blets, and A's are adjoint fields with VEV's which break the .*0(1O) gauge group.
After substituting in the VEV's of the adjoints, they become; the usual Yukawa in
terartions with different Clebsch factors associated with Yukawa couplings ol fields
•12

with different quantum numbers. For example in the models introduced by Ander
son ct at. [5], (hereafter referred to as ADHRS models)
/ 0
>y =

KC'
\ 0

StC

0 \

»«£

xB

z'B

A I

u

/ il

ZiO

•'i ytE

.**> =
\d

x'<B

C \
xiB

( 0
,*s-

A )

z'.C
\ 0

Z.C

0 >y

>jj;

xB

x'.B

A 7
(3.2.2)

c

where the x.y,z'» are Clebsch factors arising from the VLV's of the adjoint fields.
Thus realistic fermiou masses and mixings can be obtained.
The radiative corrections to the soft SUSY-breaking operators above Mc are
now more complicated. From the interactions (3.2.1) the following soft supersymmetry breaking operators are generated:
XtiA)mUA)X ,(A)
(

4p„

(3.2.3)

where <&,#; are scalar components of the superh'eids, and Kj{A) are adjoint tiependent couplings, \(A) — A ' j £ . . . $ £ . After the adjoints take their VEV's. the
m\ {A) become the usual soft scalar masses, if we ignore the wavefunction renore

malization of the adjoint fields (which is valid in the one-loop approximation), this
is the same as if we bad replaced the adjuints by their VEV's M the way up to the
ultraheavy scale where the ultraheavy fields are integrated out, and treated these
nonrenormalizable operators as the usual Yukawa interactions and scalar mass op
erators. This is a convenient way of thinking and we will use it in the rest of the
chapter.
Above the OUT scale, in addition to the Yukawa interactions winch give the
13

t'ermion masses
QWHv,

Q\ D'H ,
D

D

c

E \cLH ,
D

(3.2.4)

the operators (3.2.1) also lead to
Q\„QHv„ B'x^O'Hv,.
QX,,LHD,.

N\uD'Uv„

U'KiD'HDs.XXniLHu.

(3.2.5)

where Hv^.Hp^ are the triplet partners of the two Higgs doublets Hv and

H.
0

Each Yukawa matrix has different Clebsch factors associated with its elements, so
they can not be diagon&lized in the same basis. The scalar mass matrices receive
radiative corrections from Yukawa interactions of both (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), which,
in the one-loop approximation, take the form
A m | a AyAj. + A A{, + 2A„xJ, + A,,AJ,,
0

Am£- oc 2\l-* + Aj»A» + 2A^,A^.,
v

Am|, c< 2A{,A + A^A^ +
fl

ZxliKt,

AinJ, « A^A + 3Aj,A,, + Ai,A»,,
E

Am|: «2A Ajr + 3A„Aj„.
B

(3.2.6)

in the minimal 50(10) model, scalar mass rcnormaiizaiions above Mr, arise from a
single matrix Ay. It is therefore possible to choose a "U-basis" in which the scalings
are purely diagonal. This is clearly not possible in the general models. All scalar
mass matrices and Yukawa matrices arc in general diagonalized in different bases.
•11

Therefore, flavor mixing matrices should appear in all gaugino vertices, including
in the up-quark sector (where they are trivial in the minimal models studied in
[6, 7, S, 9]). The up-type quark-squark-gaugino flavor mixing is a novel feature of
the general models. Its consequences will be discussed in Sec. 3.4. Also, the flavor
mixing matrices are no longer simply the KM matrix. They are model dependent
and are different for different types of quarks and charged leptons, and are fully
described in the next section.

3.3

Flavor mixing matrices in general supersymmetric
standard models.
In this section we set our notation for the gaugino flavor mixing matrices in

the supersymmctric theory below Ma, taken to have minimal field content. VVc also
give general expectations for these matrices in a wide variety of unified theories.
The most general scalar masses are fi x fi matrices for sqiiarks and diarged
sleplons and 3 x 3 matrix for sneutrinos,

,

«<

(

(Ct< + XvtLCotli)vu^

at, =
m

(

i>i

«"L

ml =(ml ),
v

A

(fn + DW tan &)vn

(<E + A /< tan £)t' \
E

D

(3.3.1)

where f n ^ . m ^ . m ^ m j ^ m ^ . m ^ arc3x3 soft SUSY-breakingmass matrices
for the left-handed and right-handed squarks and sleptons, and CV,(D,CE ore the
triiinear soft SUSY-breafcing terras. To calculate flavor-violating processes, such as
ft —* C7, one can diagonalize the mass matrix sa.% by the 6 x G unitary rotation
matrix Vg and m j by the 3 x 3 unitary rotation V ,
¥

m% = VmlVl

m= = l ' „ H W .

(3.3.2)

where m;k Tnf, are diagonal..The amplitude for ft —» «7 is given by the diagrams in
Pig. 3.1, summing up all the internal scalar mass eigenstates.
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Figure 3.1: Feynman diagrams contributing to /i —» «-/.

If the entries in the scalar mass matrices are arbitrary, they generally give nnaccsptably large rates for flavor-violating processes From the experimental limits
one expects that the first two generation scalar masses should be approximately
degenerate and the chiraiity-changing mass matrices O should be approximately
proportional to the corresponding Yukawa coupling matrices \ . In this chapter
A

we treat the chirality-conserving mass matrices and chirality-changing mass matri
ces separately, i.e., the mass eifienslales are assumed to be purely left-handed or
16

right-handed, and the chirality-changing mass terms arc treated as a perturbation.
This may nol be a good approximation for the third generation where the Yukawa
couplings are large, the correct treatment will be used in the numerical studies of
Sec. 3.6. The superpoicntial contains
T

c

T

» ' :> Q XuU H

c

+ Q X D }!a

u

D

T

+ E< X LH ,
E

D

(3.3.3)

where As/,*o,A£ are the Yukawa coupling matrices which are diagoualized by the
left and right rotations,

A

£

- V£ X V& .
K

e

(3.3.4)

L

The soft SUSY-breaking interactions contain
QWjQ

c,

T

+ D«miO° + 5 mjf,5° + I m ? Z + E«m%E'
T

c

T

-I- Q CvO H

v

+ Q C D'Hp
D

4 E^CFIHD.

(3.3.S)

Because the trilinear terms should be approximately proportional to the Yukawa
couplings, we write
C = G> + A< = A \ + A < ,

(3.3.6)

wh«*ie the universal A term (and also lite ft parajueter) are assumed tu be re*l
in order to avoid the SUSY CP problem. The soft-breaking mass matrices are
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J

diagon&Jized by:'

ml = Ikmll'l

m£ = U Ti%Vi

(3.3.7)

E

&Cv = VgA&,*0„ ACo = Vj- ACoV'^, A< = V^AfeV^.

(3.3.8)

E

In the mass eigenstate basis the rotation matrices V, U appear in the gaugino cou
plings,
C

s

1

= v ^ E [-

flW't c .N (H
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1

- f5i»^ Sj|AC,«j + ^ . H ^ A ^ g + ft.c]
JI

2

+ V^lSf, W^fiw + J/.H'^ifo + UlW^uag + 3lH'i J ji + A.c],
R

fl

1.3.3.9)

3

where the neutr&Iino and chargino mass cigenstatcs arc related to the gauge eigcn
states by eg. B = r j , , H„ K,
S

uS = E i - i « « , « „ «>* = E j . , *cCAc, and
s

'Here we ignore the 5C(S)x 1^(1) breaking contribution to the icalar masses. Otherwise there
thould be different rotation matrices diagonaliunj; up and down left-handed squaik max matrices.
'Neutrino inasacs are not discussed here and we choose the neutrino to be in the sneutrinc
man eigenstate basis.

There are also non-diagonal chirality-changing mass terms
-C'^f

=z e&W^iAB + M tan j8)A W| etw, + e&/jA< {/i,atu£,
£

w

+ ul t~Mu

t

+ P colflXvW^ZKvu

£

+ 5[U,jAC(/l'c/ti/w

+ /..C.

(3.3.10)

The lepton Savor-violating (LFV) couplings are summarized in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Lepton flavor-violating couplings in general supersymmctric standaid
models.

In the rest of this section wc discuss the flavor mixing matrices in the minimal
supensym metric standard model, minimal and general SU{h) and $0(1(1) models,
with moderate or large tau/3. Tin? results are summarized in Table 3.1.
4!)

For the minimal supersymmetric standard model, the radiative corrections to
the soft masses only come from the Yukawa interactions of the MSSM:
A m | a AyAj, + «AoAj,,
AmJ oc 2\fj\v<
Am'

oc2A£)A ,

Ami

«A^s,

D

B

Am% tx2x *i-

(3.3. U)

B

' e have assumed a boundary condition on the scalar mass matrices m^ c* / at
MpL, and K / 1 represents the possibility that the proportionality constants are
not universal. For moderate tan/S.A, 2> Xt so that the radiative corrections are
dominated by A,. Thus one can neglect the Ar> contribution and the only nontrivial
mixing is K'o . Foi large tan/J, A and Aj are comparable, so m j will lie between
t

(

AyAj; awl AjnAp. Therefore both W(/ and Wjj are nou-trivial.
L

t

For the minimal $U(5) model, there are only two Yukawa matrices, Ay Ajo, AD = A/r = A , and
5

Am|

« 3A /A|, + 2«ACA{J.
(

Ami. « 3AJA</+ 2*.\],Ao,
Amf,

^ 4AJ,A/>,

Amj, cc-UJjAi,,
".0

Ami

oe 3At/A[, + 2/«A Aj,.

(3.3.12)

D

For moderate tan ff, A, S> As, we have non-trivial mixings for Wo and W'g^, as
t

found in [6. "J. For iarge tan;?. AD can not be ignored, giving non-trivial mixings
for H'y and Wt/ .
t

n

For the minima] SO(IO) model considered in [7, Sj,
AmJ ex 5At,'A(; + oKXpX^p,
Amj,

oc 5AJ,AU -f SKAJJAO,

An>p « SAjrAf: + 5«Aj,Ao,
AmJ, ot 5A(;Air + SKAJJAO,

Am|

oc5AtrA^ + 5«A A{,.

(U13)

i)

We have non-trivial mixings WP .U'D ,WE,,,
L

K

and H'jr for moderate tani? and
B

non-trivial mixings for all JVs for large tan &.
For the general 51/(5) or 50(10) models, defined in the last section, we get
non-trivial mixings for all mixing matrices in general. However, in 5t'(5) models
with moderate tan /?, the splittings among nip and m£ are too smalt (because (hey
are generated by the small \-JA)) to give significant flavor-changing effects.
One might expect that the mixing in the Wv's are smaller than those in the
H'D'C because of the larger hierarchy in At; compared with Ap. However, a given IV
;t

is the product of a i

(which diagonalizcs tbc scalar mass matrix) and a I' (which

4)iagon»lis«* thft Yukawa matrix'), liven if the mixings in V\r's are sm<ill<r than those
51

in Ib's because of the larger hierarchies in Ay, we do not have a general argument
for the size of mixings in V matrices. This is because V diagonalizes (appropriate
combinations of) known Yukawa matrices and unknown Yukawa matrices appearing
above the GUT scale, (3.2.5). The mixings in V and V can add up or cancel each
other. Our only general expectation is that these new Yukawa matrices have similar
hierarchical patterns as Ay or A/>. Without a specific model, one can at most say
tlial all non-trivial H"s are expected to be comparable to VX'.w; the argument that
the mixings in B'V's should be smaller than is IVVs is not valid.
In the minimal models at moderate tan/?, the leading contributions to Savorchanging processes, such as p —• ey, involve diagrams with a virtual scalar of the
third generation. Although such contributions are highly suppressed by mixing
angles, they dominate because they have large violations of supcr-GIM(48]: the
top Yukawa coupling makes m; very different from m-, m-. At large tan tt, the
strange/rnuon Yukawa couplings get enhanced, so the splitting between m- and
m- increases, leading to potentially competitive contributions to flavor changing
processes which do not involve the third generation. The importance of these new
diagrams can be estimated by comparing the contributions to Am,, (in a basis
where gaugino vertices are diagonal) when the super-GIM cancellation is between
scalar? of the first two generations (2-1) and third generations (3-1):

We can see that for large tan.0 (or any tan/* with small A, coming from the
.12
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Table 3.1: Summary table for the flavor mixing matrires.
Sm\ : important effects due to some third generation scalars not degenerate with
those of first two generations.
6m\ : non-negligible effects due to nondegeneracy of the first two generation scalars
IV; : fermkin < and scalar i are rotated differently to gel to mass basis.
v/: present for any value of tan 3.
* : present only for large tan 3.
o: present for large ton /}, but model dependent for moderate tan /i.
-. not prfstntt.
• ; allliougu [jresent, its effect for moderate tan s? on flavor violation is smalt due
to the small non degeneracy among different generation scalars.
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mixing of Higgs at At i.e., A,(A/c?) = TJ^Aj(A/er)), this could be comparable to the
c

flavor violating effects from the large splitting of the third generation scalar masses.
However, for the fi -» ey in 50(10) models, it does not contribute to diagrams
which are proportional to m . (because it docs not involve the third generation
T

scalar*), the dominant contributions are stilt those diagrams considered in [7). For
flavor-changing processes which do not need chirality flipping, such as li—T\ mixing,
and all flavor-changing processes in 5C(5) models, this non-degeneracy between the
first two generations is important. The above discussion is summarized in Table
3.1.

3.4

Phenomenology from up-type mixing
As discussed in the previous section, uniike the minimal models with moderate

tan ,•* studied in (6, 7, 8, 9] in generic GC'T's (for any tan D) and even for minimal
GUT's (at large tan/?), we expect mixing matrices in the up sector. Having mo
tivated an origin for non-trivial up mixing matrices H'i/

t(R)

T 1. we consider some

effects they produce. In the following we simply assume some W*

un

at the weak

scale and consider their phcnomcnoiogicaJ consequences. (See however section 3.5
and the appendix A for » discussion of the scaling of mixing matrices from GUT
to weak Kales.) In particular we discuss D-D

mixing, corrections to up-type

quark masses, contributions to the neutron electric dipole moment (c.d.m.) and
the possibility of different dominant proton decay modes than those expected from

3-i

minimal models.

3.4.1

D-D

mixing

To get an idea for the contribution of up-type mixing matrices to D — D mix
ing, we follow [49, 50} and employ the mass insertion approximation. The bounds
obtained from D-D

mixing on the 6 x 6 up-squark mass matrix
m

f hc

™l

ia

(in the basis where gluino and Yukawa couplings are diagonal) are summarized in
[50]. For average up-squark mass of m = 1 TeV, they are

•S I S !
V

m~

£(,.«.
ifi

^F-

(3.4.1)

™"

< 0.06.

(ZA.2)

Consider first (3.4.1). In the last section we estimated that the contribution to m\

2

from the slight non-degeneracy between thefirsttwo generation scalars is geuerically
at most comparabale to that from the non-degeneracy betweeu the first two and
third generation scalars. Thus, for our calculation, we only consider the contribution
from the splitting betweenfirsttwo and third generation soalars. Then, for A = L.li

We see that for IVs of the same size as the corresponding KM matrix elements, the
4

left hand side of (3.1.1) is of order i x lO" . and the bound is easily satisfied. Turning
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to (3.4.2), note that if 0; = A\v, ml

= 0 . However, we expect ( = A*irt-&tii,

iMJ

v

with ACt/ induced in running from MPI to Ma having primarily a third generation
component in the gauge eigenstate basis. If all relevant mixing matrix elements are
of order the KM matrix elements, we expect

%?" = 0 \\~rlf-VtfV,,U . Again,

we see that the bound (3.-1.2) is genetically easily satisfied, and thus we do not in
general expect significant contributions to D — D mixing.

3.4.2

Weak-scale corrections to up-type quark masses

It is we!! known that there are important weak-*caie radiative corrections to
the down quark mass matrix proportional to tar.;? [37, 38. 39, 51, 52]. In general
unified models, with non-zero Wy, there arc also important weak scale corrections
to the up quark mass matrix.
From the diagram in Fig. 3.3, we have a contribution to up-type masses pro
portional to m . We find, again assuming degeneracy between the scalars of the
t

first two generations,
w

w

^ " f (£)"" C *.£"*) ^- ^ [«*•.'*•«> - «*i.*.»>
- k(x. ,xt )
l

a

-r A(*.. , * , ) j ,

(3.-1.1)

UJ

where
_ "»J

.,

.

__i

film

ylnj/1

,.,,.,

The largest fractional change in the mass occurs for the up quark. If H'v ,. is
UK}

comparable to the corresponding KM matrix element, the contribution to ^*
50

is

(A, + iicot0)m,

/
— *

1

\
<

it

>

'

•<

Figure 3.3: Corrections to the up-type quark mass matrix, proportional to m .
(

not significant. However, if each of the Wu

ulmi

are a factor 3 larger than the

corresponding KM elements we can get sizable contributions. In Fig. 3.4, we plot
21

^ * in ?3» — ^i. space, where we have assumed m- = m~ = m~; rrar = m~ = nt-,
and we have put \Wu . \ = Wu
u

KLX

j = 1/30, (>4 + ficoifi)/m^ = 3. Any deviations

from these values can simply be multiplied in Am,/in . In some regions of the
u

parameter space it is possible to get the entire up quark mass as a radiative effect.
More on radiatively generated £ermion masses will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.4.3

N e u t r o n e.d.m.

if we attach a photon in all possible ways to the diagram giving the contribution
to u-quarlc mass, we get a contribution to the u-quark e.d.m., which is proportional
to m, for any value of tan 0- Evaluating the diagram, we find
</* ^ e | F | s i a ^

u

(3.4.6)

Amu/inu

0.8

06
luf/mo

0.4

0.2

Figure 3.4: Contours for —>• in j{j» - 2 i plane, assuming m~

i

— m^

M

=

m-,

where

x ^Gi(x ,x )
tl

- ffafa.i,*.,,) - Gi(x ,x )

lK

tR

vl

+

fffo^.x-jj.

(3.4.7)

and
Im [m,Wu „WZ W „ WZ ]
i

tM

u

l

lm

= im.W-^W'^H^rK^lsinff..

(3.-1.9)

In general we expect a large non-zero sin <?.. If the combination of W's appearing
in the above is comparable to the combination giving a down quark e.d.m., the
u-quark contribution will dominate over the rf-quark contribution to the neutron
e.J.m. considered in (S) by a factor „ " ] . (the factor 4 comes from the quark
<

m g

model result d„ = i/3dj - 1/34,). Hence, the neutron e.d.m. may be competitive
with ft —> e-y and d, as the most promisingflavor-changingsignal for supersymmctric
unification.

3.4.4

Proton decay

Finally we turn briefly to the relevance of up-type mixing matrices for proton
decay; in particular to the important question of the charge of the lepton in the
fii»r*l slat*. YW know that upon integrating out the. superheavy Higgs triplets we can
generate the barvoii number violating operators ? J * J ( W ) ( C £ ) »"d

-^(EV)\DV)

in the superpotential. These operators must subsequently be dressed at the weak
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scale in order to obtain four-fermion operators leading to proton decay. The dress
ing may bo done with ncutralinos, charginos or giuinos where possible. Since
the dressed operator grows with gauge couplings and vanishes for vanishing nentralino/chargino/gluiuo mass, one might naively expect gluino dressing to be most
important. However, if the up-type mixing matrices are trivial, gluino dressed op
erators can only lead to proton decay with a neutrino in the final state. To sec
,kc

this, we e.xamine «ach operator separately: (eu»)(<('jUc)t' (where a,If, c ate color
cic

indices) must involve u's from two different generations because of the t .

One

of them has to be a u, so the other is a c or a t. If there is no up mixing, the
up Savor does not change in the dressing process, so the final state would have
to contain a c or a t. Since m ,m
t

c

> m , this can not happen. Next, consider
r

(QQ){QL) — uidf,(u£et — d' ui)t.^. By exactly the same argument as the above,
L

the lildfjvi.ei.e.bc operator can not contribute to proton decay. Thus, we sec that
in the absence of mixing in the up sector, gluino dressing can only give neutrinos
in the final state. However, the above arguments break down if up-mixing matri
ces are non-trivial, since gluino dressed diagrams give a significant contribution t»
the branching ratio for charged leplou modes in proton decay. A detailed study
of flavor mixing in the up sector [53) concludes that, whether the wino or gluino
dressings arc dominant, the muon final state in proton decay is of greatly enhanced
importance. Without the mixings, one expects [fcffiV a; 10"'\ The up mixing
in general models increases this by 0\ 100) making the mode p —> A ' V a favorablr
one for discovery of proton decay.
CO

3.5

Large tan/3: analytic treatment
The large tan f) scenario is interesting for a number of reasons. For moderate

tan /}, the only way to understand m, > mj, m is to have X, 3> A», A, at the weak
T

scale. This gives us little hope of attributing a common origin to third generation
Yukawa couplings at a higher scale. However, for large tan /> ~ O (jjMi the weak
scale A„ Aj, A are comparable and the above hope is restored. (In fact it ie realised
T

in 50(10) models like the ADHRS example outlined in section 3.7). For us, this
is sufficient motivation to study the large tantf case in more detail. Also, this case
was not studied in [7j. We shall see that unexpected new features arise in the large
tan 0 limit.
The largest contribution to the p. —• «•, amplitude comes from the diagram
with L — R scalar mass insertion (Fig. 3.5). In the L — R insertion approximation.
/itan/Jm
+

e.fc/
ft.

1

--

1

\ ejft
\

I
—li

1

r

•*.

*—H—•»

N,

1

<t—

ef.

Figure 3.5: The diagram which gives the dominant contribution to /i -• cy in the
large tan/? limit. A photon is understood to be attached to the diagram in all
possible ways.
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the amplitude for ni(H) decay is

where

„,

a

s

,

0,K,m,) =

C(mj) - g (mj)
2

^p-^f

'

<?*("»') » £ Tw?**-* + c a t * * * , * ) * ( g j .

(3.5.1)

Note, however, that for large tan & the L - J? insertion approximation may be a
bad one, since the chirality-changing mass for the third generation becomes com
parable to the chirality conserving masses. A correct treatment will be used for
the numerical analysis in the next section. We still expect, however, that the am
plitude to be proportional to WB„WB

because of the unitarity of the mixing

U

matrices: the sum of contributions from the first two generations is proportional
to Wi.-Wy + WziWjj = -WaiWSj for i f j , and the contribution from lite third
generation is itself proportional to WaiWfy
Two simplifications in the dependence of the p -• e-f rale ©a parameter space
occur for large tan 6. First, siace the dominant diagram involves the L - R insertion
(At-ji tan 0)m , and since tan 3 is large, the amplitude docs not depend on the weal:
(

srajr parameter A. Second, in the large tiui/i limit, the chargina mass matrix is
/

Mi

V2Mwsin&\

02

/.«,

v^.Vii-\

and the parameters Mi, it have a direct interpretation as the chargino masses. (Note
that this assures us that yi tan 3 will likely always be much bigger than A; for a tan &
of 50, the LEP lower bound on chargino mass of 45 GeV tells tis that /« tail ft > 2
TeV, so for .4 to be comparable to (i tan p we must have A > 2 TeV.)
In considering p —» et for large tan &, two factors come immediately to mind
which tend to (perhaps dangerously) enhance the rate over the cose with moderate
tan 0.
(i) As wo have already mentioned, the dominant contribution to p —• cy grows
with tanrf;the diagram in Pig. 3.5 is proportional to tan /?, a factor of 900 in the
rate for tan 3 — 60 compared to tan /? = 2.
(ii) Kor large tan.3, A can be 0{l) and we can not neglect its contribution
r

lo the running of the slepton mass matrix from MG to Ms (soft SUSY breaking
scale). This scaling generally splits the third generation slepton mass es-ea further
from the first two generations, meaning a less effective supcr-GIM mechanism and
a larger amplitude for ji —» «•;.
While both of the above effects certainly exist, there are also two sources of
f-vpprrssion of the amplitude for large tan (I, which can together largely compensate
for the above factors:
, i,

r

,

1

(')' ' • ^* •*" ft *llows A, to lie smaller than For moderate tan, ?. There are two
reasons for this. First, large tan $ allows vv to be larger and so A, can be smaller
to reproduce the top mass. Secondly, A -- r unification [3] is achieved with a smaller

Hi

A, in the large tan $ regime [3S. 39]. Since A, is smaller, a smaller non-degeneracy
between the third and first two generations is induced in running from Mpi. to Mo,
suppressing the amplitude compared to the moderate tan ji case.
(ii)' In comparing large and moderate tan.ri, we must know how the mixing
matrices W'tjj,, (appearing at the vertices of the diagrams responsible for /i —• ej)
compare in these two cases. In the moderate lan(3 minimal models discussed in [7],
H'i.Hs. were equal to the corresponding KM matrix elements VKMSI at A/c, and this
equality was approximately maintained in running form Ma to Ms. As discussed in
the previous sections, for more general models one expects that She M^Bb, at A-'c
are equal to V'K.ua; at Mo up to some combination of Clebsches. One might then
expect (as in the minimal models) that this relationship continues to approximately
hold at lower scales. In fact for large tan 3 this expectation is false. We find that
often, the H'^AJS, decrease from Mc to Ms, ovcrcompcnsating for the increased
[ion-degeneracy between the third and first two generation slepton masses induced
by large A, (point (ii) aljove).
In the following, we examine the scaling of these mixing matrices in detail.
f>

(Wider first the lepton sector. The RGE for A (in the following 1 = '"',ffl ) is
c

~ £ » A (3A^f; + Trii\'p>,D + AjrAfi) - 3ffJ - |

fl?]

(3.5.3)

-A^A« -= 6AJ.AJ; + 2A^A rr|3Aj,Ap + A^-Aj?) - (6ffJ I ~ <Jf)A^.A

(3.5.4)

-7-AfiAi- - 6A A' + 2A(rA}.Tr(3A5>p + A^A*) - (6<jH + — g1)\e.\).:
at
o

(3.5.5)

E

»ving
E

e

s

e

M

These in turn imply that the basis in which A^Ac is diagonal, and the (in general
different) basis where ApA^ is diagonal, do not change with scale. Consider now
the evolution of the left handed slcpton mass matrix m?. The ItGE for m£ is
j^mf, = (m£ + 2mJ,jA^A + i^ m X
B

£

E

E

+ \ \ ml
E E

+ 2 4 < - gaugino terms.
E

(3.5.6)
In the basis where AI-AE is diagonal, keeping only the A. contribution, the 3t entry
(i r- 3} becomes:
| " > k - Ajr/,L,- + 2 ( c k e k

(35.7)

In this basis, we have m$, — \VjJS]Wi.. (Here and in the remainder of this section,
we abbreviate W

EllHj

— W'tf/i)). Assuming degeneracy between svalars of the first

two generations, mj!,, = W^Wl^ml^

- mJJ = H'7. ,K'"/ Anif. Then (3.5.7)
3

33

becomes

^(»'«.»w3^mi) = •*;<ww*'L±™i) + mkeh.-

(3.5.8)

For now, wc ignore the (Ct'0-;K term in (3.5.8). yielding the solution:
(W'«.»'« 'imi)(A/ ) = <-''(»'i: ,W'£ .W)(Af„),
3

4

J

n

(3.5.9)

where

* f * A ? ( * ) . to-*&$$&.
B j

Thus,

(3.5.10)

Similarly, we find

.Vote that, genericaiiy the quantities ^'"''(Mo ***

3 m a

^'

e r t

'

l a n o n e

s

' '

n c c t n e

third

generation mass gets split even further from the first two generations in running
from Ma to Ms- Thus, we find that the H^m,, 6

e t

smaller in magnitude as wc

scale from .We to Ms, iu contrast with the KM matrix dements V'/v.W3i> which seal*
as
V ,{Ms)

=e

KMi

, M

'«»Vi-,«,•( A/, ).

(3.5.13)

;

Suppose that at Afc the H't(fl) are related to t^^f through some combination of
CleWhes determined by the physics above the GUT scale.
«'i «) W'««)3.(-Wc) =• ^MK)Vi-.W3,(W ).
l

M

(3.5.14)

C

This relationship is not maintained at lower scales; instead we have:
WLJ*'IMWS)

(

,

» ^| ^e-' -

+ , 1 + , t >

(

U,

.- VWM3,(^).

(3.5.15)

i l

hi

W'A»»'«,(A/ ) = ^%?f- '+** 'iSK**iM ).
S

(3.5.16)

S

Thr dmninfint contribution to the (i —• trt tate is proportional to

/ i (

"

*»>

( l

tAml(Afe) Am?,(Af -)J *
4

* //(/. - «7, Wi(«BiM>!,„ (A/ ) )M

S

! l

* *

, ; i !

+ 1

*"""

1

'

^MjifJ/s))
H

- t(i«8i*i»l' + i*i,*)«!') •'• B{/t - e7.HV(ft,M V(n)»(Af.?) - Vj,- 3,(.Ws)).
M

(3.5.17)
titi

This t represents a possibly significant suppression of the rale for large tan/7.
At this point, the reader may object: it is true that the H^/jja; decrease from
Ma to .Ms, but as already mentioned, the non-degeneracy between the third and first
two generations is increasing. Which effect wins? We argue that in general there is a
net suppression. Tltis is easiest to see if in computing the n — e^ amplitude, we use
the mass insertion approximation rather than mixing matrices at the the vertices
{Fig. 3.0). Although this may be a poor approximation, it serves to illustrate our

*

*
— i ,

«

x ••»

"

*—

Figure 3.C: The dominant diagram (for p —• <n) in the mass insertion approxima
tion.

point. (Of course no such approximation is made in our numerical work.) From
the diagram it is clear that the amplitude is proportional to mj^m^^Ms)-

From

(3.5.7), we see that the rate scales as
a

M

M

H-"">k,) < ») = « - * * *

+ 4 W

« , » * £ „ ) {Ma),

(3.5.18)

a net suppression. In the mass insertion approximation, then, the terms ^ ^ f } in
(3.5.17) serve to exactly compensate for the increased non-degeneracy between mj
and m | ; what remains is still a suppression. This, together with (i)' invalidates
<!«• naive *Kp<frt*tio!« thai the theory is ruled out iu most region* *»f parameter
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space due to the enhancing (actors (i) and (ii), (although there are still stringent
constraints on the parameter space).
The above analysis suggests that individual lepton number conservation is an
infrared fixed point of the MSSM (whereat individual quark number conservation
is an ultraviolet fixed point). A more complete analysis of scaling for the lepton
sector and a discussion of scaling in the quark sector is presented in the appendix
A.

3.6

Large tau/3: numerical results
:

The amplitude for p -* ey depends on the 6 x 6 slcpton mass matrix M . In
the basis where m j , , m | are diagonal, we have
/ m ^ + Di

k

\

a

M =

(3.6.1)

\

mi + D J

k«

K

r

R

3

where iu the large tanjS limit, Dt = —(' \i - Qisin 6ur)M} is the D term contri
bution, and h, — ftnitWiSWiMW/Of
:

The amplitude from Fig. 3.1 for fit, decay

is

where
0»{M») =

,

(3.C.3)

J

In (7j, M was approximately diagonali7*d by the j«n tan/' insertion approxima
T

3

tion, and (ii(M ) w*» calculated using (his approxiriiat^liftgorialiMlioii Sin««* here

r.s

tan j) is large, we wish to avoid making such an approximation, and numerically di2

agonalize the ful! 6x6 M .
Faced with a rather large parameter space, we must decide which parameters
to use ia our numerical work. We have firstly decided to do our analysis only for
large tan 0, since the moderate tan fi scenario has been covered in [7j. Secondly,
we choose to present our results in a different way than in j7], where the rates
for f — 67 were plotted against a combination of Planck scale and weak scale
parameters. In our work, wo compute u -* e-f entirely in terms of weak scale
parameters. In particular, we assume that the necessary condition for a significant
li —» e't rate exist at the weak scale, namely non-trivial mixing matrix (V't./ij,
and non-degeneracy between third and first two generation slepton masses. In the
previous sections, we have shown a possible way in which these ingredients may be
produced. Our plots for p -» «•> rates are made against low energy parameters,
and we separately plot the regions in low energy parameter space predicted by
our particular scenario for generating /i —> e*). This way, our plots are in terms
of experimentally accessible quantities and can be thought of as constraining the
parameter space of the effective ,'12 1 softly broken supersymnietric theory resulting
from the spontaneous breakdown of a Gt'T. (We use the GUT to relate weak
scale gaugino masses.) Our low energy plots have no dependence on the physics
above tac GUT scale, all the model dependence comes iuto the predictions for low
energy parameters the GUT makes. If the predicted region of low energy parameters
rorresjioiids to a p —. e7 rale exceeding exjwrirrienUl bounds, the theory is ruled
C9

out.
There is a more practical reason for working directly with low-energy parame
ters specific to large tan S: the well known difficulty in achieving electroweak sym
metry breaking in this regime. Working with high energy parameters, and imposing
universal scalar masses necessitates a fine-tune to achieve Si'{2) x U(l) breaking.
However, we have nowhere in our analysis made the assumption of universal scalar
masses, hence the Higgs masses and squark/siepton masses -je independent in our
analysis, and therefore the >i parameter is not tightly constrained by squark/slepton
masses. Working with weak scale parameters allows us to assume that the desired
breaking has occurred without having to know the details of the breaking.
With the aforementioned assumption about the existence of a G UT, aud assum
ing degeneracy between the first two generations, the rate for fi — c-f depends on
the weak scale parameters /i.tan£,/rfj,m| ,m~ ,ra5 ,m= , Wi&.Wiai. We know
that the amplitude depends on Wi(R)3i simply through the product
so for normalization in our plots we put U^ma; = t'X'MSf A

n v

Wi^lYm,,

deviation from

this run b« simply multiplied into the rate. We also fix tanj? = CO, and put
m

m

"««'

t»'

=

w e

m

'um

~ At(*). Next, we use some high energy bias to relate rn-^ and

assume that their difference is proportional to Mi ( as wouid be the case

if they started out degenerate and were split only through different gauge interac
tions), so we put rn~, « m~ — rA/j In all specific models we have looked al, r is
small (less than about 0.2). We fine that, as long as r is small, the rate has little
dependence on us exact value, so we put r — 0,TB^ = m-^ 2 Si';-. We also found
71)

4

that as long as j - is close to 1, there is little dependence on its actual value either,
so we put A i = Art = ^ Now, the jti —> e7 rate depends only on i»,Ma,Tlff aud A, and we have the
large tan 0 interpretation of fi and Mi as chargino masses. Fixing m- = 300 GeV,
4

2

we make contour plots of B(ji —• e-)). The rate scales roughly as iy!~~ and p for
scalar masses heavy compared with gaugino masses. In Fig. 3.7, we fix t' and plot
in Mt — A space. In Fig. 3.8, we fix A and plot in p - Mi space. Iu Fig. 3.9. we
plot the vaiues of A predicted by the GUT against A/ , for various values of X,(Ma)
3

and A {M$) and for two values of i , the gauge beta function coefficient above the
t

5

GUT scale. In Fig. 3.10, we plot the suppression factor t for the same parameter
set as in Fig. 3.9. We see that, over a significant region in parameter space, t is
small, between 0.2 and O.Oi.
It is clear from Fig. 3.7 that, with no suppression, a typical value for A of
0.3 (x30OGeV) would give rise to rates above the current bound of B(p — «T) <
>1

4.9xl0~ {54]. However, from Fig. 3.10, the suppression from t is seen to be typically
9.0, allowing A's of up to 0.45 (x300GeV). We see that e is crucial in giving the
GUT more breathing room, as A's of less than 0.45 are more common. From Fig.
3.8 it is also clear that regions of small /i and hit (that is. light chargino masses)
arc preferred. Smaller /i is preferred because it decreases the L-R mass |im, tan 3,
small A/j is preferred because in the limit that the neutralino mass tends to zero,
the diagrams Fig. 3.5 vanish. We also note that smaller p, Mi are preferred for
cleetroweal: symmetry breai;ing[38, 3!)}.

If n and Mj arc both small, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) can be
quite light, (but where it has significant Higgsino component, it must be heavier
than 45 GeV in order to be consistent with the precise measurement of the Z width),
and it annihilates (primarily through its Higgsino components) through a Z into
fermion antifermion pairs much like a heavy neutrino. The contribution of the LSP
2

to energy density of the universe J1A then just depends on its mass, and the size
of its Miggsino components, both of which only depend on /< and M2 in the large
2

tanitJ limit. In Fig. 3.U. we make a plot of fin in ^ — Afj space. We see that it is
possible to get fl ~ 0(1) in some region of the parameter space.

3.7

The example of ADHRS models
In this section, we study the ADHRS models (5j which are known to give

realistic fcrmion masses and mixing patterns. These models are specific enough for
us to do calculations and make some real predictions. Although not necessarily
correct, they use good representatives of general GUT models. We lx?lieve thai l»y
studying them, one can sec in detail the genera! features of generic realistic GL'T
models and the differences between them and the minimal SV'(5) or S0( 10) models.
As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, in ADHRS models, the three families of quarks and
ieptocs lie in three 16 dimensional representations of 50(10). and the two low
energy Higgs doublets lie in a single il) dimensional representation. Only the third
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Figure 3.7: Contours for Bin -> €-y) in Mi - A plane with ™7 , = 300GeV. A s
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Contours for negative /» are virtually identical. To get B{i> —• <T) prediction from
a GUT, multiply by appropriate CIcbsch. and t factor (Fig. 3.10).
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with other p«r«neters same as in Fig. 3.7.
Tbe blacked out regions are ruled out by the LEP bound of 45 GeV on chargico
masses. The thick dashed lines are contours for a 45 GeV LSP mas,
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ASSIHIIH degenerate at Mpi = 2 4 > 10" G .V. Ma h l&Vxu to be 2.7 * 10'* GeV.
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generation Yukawa, couplings come from a renormalizablc interaction
(3.7.1)
All other small Yukawa couplings come from nonrenormalizable interactions after
integrating out the heavy fields. These interactions can be written in general as
«Wii(i4.)16,10.

(3.7.2)

The Aa's are fields in the adjoint representation of 50(10) and their VEV's break
50(10) down to the standard model gauge group. Therefore, these Yukawa cou
plings can take different values for fcrmion* of the same generation with different
quantum number? under SI/(3) x SIJ{2) x {/(l) and a realistic fermion mass pat
tern and nontrivial KM matrix can be generated. In ADHRS models, the minimal
number (four) of operators is assumed to generate the up, down-type quark and
charged lepton Yukawa coupling matrices *[.<>*£> and Xg, and they take the form
at A/<j
/ 0
*V

sjC

?I,C VuE
\ 0

x'B

0 \
x,8
A J

/( 0
,AD=-

zCC

00 \

y/E

xB

z'iii

A /

U

<C
\ 0

t

t

/ 0
.A£~

z.C

x^C v.E
\ 0

z',B

0 \
x.B
A I
(3.7.3)

1

wh»r« tbv *,Vi*' * are Clebtch factors arising from the VEV's of the adjoint Higgs
fields An. This form is kaowu to give the successful relations Va/K* =

\JmJvi

c

aad V,i/V„ — •Jrrujm, [55] so it is well motivated. Strictly speaking, the inter
action (3.7.2) become the usual Yukawa form onlv after the adjoints 4 . take their
VEV's «t the OUT s«J«, However, as we explained in Sec. 3.2, they can b».> tnuvtcd
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AS the mull Yukawa interactions up to the ultrahcavy scale (which we will assume
to be MPL) where the ultrahcavy fields are integrated out if the wavefunction rcnor
ma'izations of .4«'s are ignored. In the one-loop approximation which we use later
iu calculating radiative corrections from Mpi to Ma, they give the same results,
because the wavefunction ^normalizations of the adjoints A, only contribute at
the two-loop order. This makes our analysis much easier. Above the GUT scale, in
addition to the Yukawa interactions (3.2.4) which give the fermion masses, we have
the interactions (3.2.5) as well. Each Yukawa matrix has different Clebsch factors
x, y. z associated with its elements. All the Yukawa matrices have the ADHRS form
/ 0
A, =

s,C

z',C y,E

0 \
, I = qq.cu. ud.qi.nd.nl.

x,B

(3.7.1)

\ 0 x'jB A I
if each entry of the Yukawa matrices is generated dominant!}- by a single operator.
like in the ADHRS models, then the phases of the same entries of all Yukawa
matrices are identical. One can remove all but the A;j phases by rephasing the
operators. After phase redefinition only E is complex and is responsible for CP
violation. In order to generate the realistic fermion mass and mixing pattern, one
expect* the following hierarchies,

ft

m.

A

>nj

,

C
•s *» siutf, »» t.

where t — 0.2.

(3 " II

The hierarchical Yukawa matrices can l*f diaRonalizod approximately {55], the urn-

tary rotation matrices which diagcnalize lliem at the G U T scale can be approxi
mately written as
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where

x'B «

-

z

C

-l£

q
tH>

4> = arg(E), e> = crg(y£ - ~ - ) .
The soft SJ'SY-breaking scalar masse* for the three low energy general kins and
4

trUiuear .4 lerms are assumed to be universal at Planck scale MrL as in J*]. Beneath
'If the jwarcaormalisaolc operatois already appear in the superpotential of the unikiiyml suprrxravity theory, the A terms will he different for different dimensional operators, and will induce
liMcccptably large fi — '1 rate became the truestar interactions and the Yukawa interactions
can not be diagonalissd in the same bssu lor the tir»l two generations. In theories where the
soaeeBwrnuiisaMe operators come from integrating out heavy fields at Mn. and all the relevant
interactions have the same A term, the i suiting nonrcnormalirable operators will alio have the
sunt A term.
Ml

MFI. the radiative corrections from the Yukawa couplings destroy the universalities
and render the mixing matrices non-trivial, in the one-loop approximation, the
radiative corrections to the soft SUSY-hreaking parameters at Mg are simply related
to the Yukawa coupling matrices and therefore the relations between general mixing
matrix elements and KM matrix elements are also simple. This allows us to see
the similar hierarchies in the general mixing matrices and the KM matrix very
clearly. Although the one-loop approximation may not be a good approximation
for quantities involving third generation Yukawa couplings, we will be satisfied with
it since it simplifies things a lot and the uncertainties in other quantities such as
Ciebsch factors are probably much bigger than the errors made in the one-loop
approximation. The RGB's, for m£ as an example, from A/*./, to Ma are

^m|

= 2{2A m£Aj, + 2A*IWJ, ,A); + n^ArA^ + A Aj:m^ + 2«eCj;)
E

J

E

i 3(2A„m£,Aj„ + 2X„m'„^ AJ + mlA^Aj,, + A„Aj mi- + 2c„cJJ
U

- gaugino mass contribution.

u

(3.7.9)

In the one-loop approximation, the gaugino mass contributions are diagonal atid
the same for all three generations, so they can be absorbed into the common scalar
masses and do not affect the diagonaligaiion. The corrections to scalar masses at
Mr, have the following leading flavor dependence
Am};

X 2A£*}; + SA,,^,,
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,(3.7.10)
t

where the overline represents the weighted average of the Clebsch factors, ~z* =
j{2s;+3s£,) and to on. Because Am-

E

it hierarchical, assuming no big x, y Clebsciies

(ADHRS models have some big £ Clebsches), the rotation matrix which diagonalizes
it can be given approximately as

/
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(3.7.11)
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Similarly, for other scalar masses the leading flavor dependent corrections at Ma
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(3.7.IMI
and the rotation matrices which diafltwaliye them are ftiven l>y «Mpressi<ins similar
SI!

to (3.7.11) with CIcbsches replaced by the appropriate ones. Then, the mixing
inairices appearing at the leplon-sleplou-gaugiiio vertices are given by
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If there is no very big or small Clebsch involved and no accidental cancellation,
SL , §E, can be neglected in Ws.
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Compared with Vx\f,
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we can see that the W's aud VKM do have similar hierarchical patterns, but have
different Clebsch factors associated with their entries.
When a specific model is given, one can calculate all the Clebsch factors and
make some definite predictions for that particular model. For example, the ADHRS
S4

Model 6, which gives results in good agreement with the experimental data, has the
following four effective fermion mass operators
0

a 3

0

M

= 1 6 * 1 0 163,
= 16 ^- 10 4^-163,
Ax
A
2

x

0
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= 1 6 ^ 10 -—
M
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16, or other 5 choices,
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x

3

3

0,= = 1 6 , ( ^ ) 1 0 ( ^ ) 1 6 ,

(3.7.17)

J

where AX,AY,A -L
B

are adjoint's of SO(IO) with VEV's in the 5t'(5) singlet,

hypercharge, and B—L directions. There are six choices of On operators which give
the same predictions for the fermkm masses and mixings, but different Clebsches
for other operators appearing above Ma- Fortunately, they do not enter the leading
terms of the most important mixing matrix elements H ' E ^ . , K'SXJI , W/CJUI • WBJD» •
which appear in the leading contributions to the amplitudes of LFV processes and
the electric dipole moment.
The magnitude of the mixing matrix elements l^-.i/aj, VKMSI , Wg ,
ul

Wg ,
ui

WE , , WEIOI < and the relevant Clebsch factors are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
K

In ADHRS models tan p is large. The p —> e-j rate for large tan £ has been
calculated in Sec. 3.5 and 3.6 for W ,
Bu

= W ,
BKI

- V„ and H '

S u i

= H-'r*,, - V .
ld

To obtain the predictions of ADHRS models we only have to multiply the results
by the suitable Clebsch factors. The relevant Clebsch factors for Model 6 are listed
in Table 3.3. For a generic realistic GUT model with small tan.tf, for example
the modified ADHRS models in which the down type Higgs lies predominantly
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Table 3.2: Clebsch factors for Yukawa coupling matrices in ADHRS model 6.
in some fields which do not interact with the three low energy generations and
contain only a small fraction of the doublets in the 10 which interact with the low
energy generations [56], most of analysis should still hold. In this case the leading
contributions to (i -*ef are the same ones as in the minimal SO(10) model of Kef.
[7] (Fig. 3.10 &i.R, CL,H, c'

L-R

of [7J). The diagrams CLR,c' involve the corrections
L/t

to the trilinear scalar couplings.
In the one-loop approximation the leading corrections to <E at Ma contain
pieces proportional to A , A (A^A + 3AJ,A„, + A^A»/), (2A A^ + 3A„,AJ„)AE re
B

B

E

£

spectively. The piece proportional to Ac can be absorbed into CB, by a redefinition
of AE, the other two pieces are proportional to the product of A# and the corrections
to the scalar masses,

Ate

=ACE
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Table 3.3: The relevant Clebsch factors for /i —• «7 and d in ADHRS model 6.
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where V-E^VEX

are proportional constants ( ^

E n

= PE, — ""^^« in one-loop ap

proximation). The LFV couplings in Fig. 3.2(c), c^L's^ElJieLvo,
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written as
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D

PR 1

where the overliue means that the matrix is diagonal. Again, the amplitudes are
2

given by the same formulas as in (7] (eqns. 29, 30), except that I'J'JV/^I'KT) has to
be replaced by Wg ,W ,
u

Slo

Wi We ,
LU

m

*»<* W ^ W ^ . H ' ^ W ' ^ ,

a n < t

V'a

^

j^-AHJjss and ^ ~ ^

H S

« 3 ' The results in [7] are only modified by some multiplica

tive factors and therefore represent the central values for the LFV processes.
It was pointed out in [7,8] that the electric dipole moment of the electron (d.)
constitutes an independent and equally important signature for the £0(10) unified
theory as n —• «7 does. The diagrams which contribute to the electric dipole
moment of the electron are the same as the ones which contribute to p —• c~i, with
pi.(jif.) replaced by Cf,(e|,). Thus a simple relation between d, and the p -> c; rate
was obtained in the minimal SO(10) model (7),
s

r(/.-»e )=^mJ|P,| ,

(3.7.20)
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where d is an unknown new CP-violating phase defined by
ImK(ia) W |

= KCSlJ'fiSD'Isiii*.

In a more generic SO(10) model, such as the ADHRS model, we still have this
simple relation but the mixing matrix- elements have to be replaced by the H"s:
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where 4>' is defined by
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In particular, in ADHRS models there is only one CP-violating phase, so the phase
il can be related to the phase appeared in the KM matrix of the standard model.
8S

From eqns. (3.T.13) (3.7.14) (3.7.16) we can see that <j>' « q.,(j> « 9,, zs$,<j> =0
t

u

(because j/„ = 0). The rephrase invariant quantity J of the KM matrix is given by
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(3.7.23)

Therefore the CP-violating phase appeared in d, related to the CP violation in the
standard model by
sin?'~ — — 7 .

(3.7.24)

Finally, as mentioned in the Sec. 3.3, we consider the possibility that the slight
non-degeneracy between the first two generation scalar masses could give a signif
icant contribution to the flavor changing processes because of the larger mixing
matrix elements. We still use ADHRS models as an example to estimate this con
tribution to the LFV process ft —• e-y. For an order of magnitude estimate, the
mass insertion approximation in the super-KM basis employed in [6] will serve as a
convenient method. After rotating the i l m ^ in eqn. (3.7.10) to the charged lepton
mass eigenstatc basis, the contribution from thQ first two generations £0 iimp,. is
Am^,(2-1) a: V Ve &ml.
EKa
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,

IBl
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,

+ V Vi &m\,
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(assume r, ^ ^ as iu ADHRS model). (3.7.25)
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Compared with the result found in (6] for minimal SU(5):

~__

_

m„

A

|E|

E

Ami,,,

0-7.26)

we can see that if the Clebsch factors are 0(1), this contribution is comparable to
that of the minimal SU{5) model. In order for this contribution to be competitive
with the dominant diagrams (Fig. 10 Aj,.«,«i,R,«t.B °^ PI) which are enhanced by
1

j-* , large Clebsch factors are required. While it is possible to have large Clebsch
factors, we consider them as model dependent, not generic to all realistic unified
theories.

3.8

Conclusions
In supersymmetric theories, the Yukawa interactions which violate flavor sym

metries not only generate the quark and lepton mass matrices, but necessarily also
lead to radiative breaking of flavor symmetries in the squark and slepton mass
matrices, leading to a variety of flavor signals. While such effects have been well
studied in the MSSM and, more recently, in minimal unified models, the purpose of
this chapter has been to explore these phenomena in a wide class of grand unified
models which have realistic fermion masses.
We have argued that, if the hardness scale An is above Mo, the expectation for
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alt realistic grand unified supersymmetric models is that non-trivial flavor mixing
matrices should occur at all neutral gaugino vertices. These additional, weak scale,
flavor violations are expected to have a form similar to the Kobayashi-Maskawa
(KM) matrix. However, the precise values of the matrix elements are model de
pendent and have renorm&lization group scalings which differ from those of the
Kobayashi-Mask&wa matrix elements.
It is the non-triviality of the flavor mixing matrices of neutral gaugino couplings
in the up quark sector which strongly distinguishes between the general and min
imal unified models, as shown in Table 3.1. Although the minimal unified models
provide h simple approximation to flavor physics, they are not realistic, so we stress
the important new result that flavor mixing in the up sector couplings of neutral
gauginos is a necessity in unified models, this leads to four important phenomenological consequences. While the i?° - D° mixing induced by this newflavormixing
is generally not close to the present experimental limit, it could be much larger than
that predicted in the standard model.
The new mixing in the up-quark sector implies that there may be significant
radiative contributions to the up quark mass matrix which arise when the superpartners are integrated out of the theory. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4, where the
new mixing matrix elements have been taken to be a factor of three larger than
the corresponding Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements. In this case the entire >ii>
quark mass could be generated by such a radiative mechanism: above th# .vwtk
scale the violation of up quark flavor symmetries lies in the squark mass matrix.
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The electric dipole moment of the neutron, a*,,, is a powerful probe of the
neutral gaugino flavor mixing induced by unified theories. In the minimal SO(IO)
theory, 4, arises from the flavor mixing in the down sector, which leads to a down
quark dipole moment, dj. However, in realistic models the flavor mixing in the up
quark sector leads to a d, which typically provides the dominant contribution to
dn. Thus the neutron electric dipole moment is a more powerful probe of unified
supeisymmetric theories than previously realized.
The presence of flavor mixing'in the up sector plays a very important role in
+

determining the branching ratio for a proton to decay to K°/i .

In the minimal
3

models, without such mixings, this branching ratio is expected to be about 10~ :
the charged lepton mode will not be seen and experimental efforts must concentrate
on the mode containing a neutrino, K*v.

However, including these mixings the

charged lepton branching ratio is greatly increased to about 0.1. While this number
is very model dependent, we nevertheless think that this effect greatly changes the
importance of searching for the charged lepton mode.
These four phenomenologocal consequences are sufficiently interesting that we
stress once more that they appear as a necessity in a wide class of unified theories.
The absence of mixing in the up sector is a special feature of the minimal models.
Since theflavorsectors of the minimal models must be augmented to obtain realistic
fermion masses, any conclusions based on the absence of flavor mixings in the up
sector are specious.
A second topic addressed in this chapter is the effect of large tan H on the lepton
02

process, /< —• ey which is expected in unified supersyrametric 50(10) models. Tlie
amplitude for this process has a contribution proportional to tan/3. In this chapter,
we have found that the naive expectation that large tan f) in supersymmetric £0(10)
is excluded by p — ey is incorrect, at least for some values of the superpartner
masses of interest. Contour plots for the p —> ei branching ratio are shown in
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. It depends sensitively on the parameter A, which is the mass
splitting between the scalar electron and scalar tau, and is plotted in Fig. 3.9. Lower
values of the top quark Yukawa coupling, which for large Ian ji still give allowed
predictions for the 6/r mass ratio, give a much reduced value for A, thereby reducing
3

the ft •-» ey rate and partially compensating the tan 0 enhancement. A further
significant suppression of an order of magnitude is induced by the renormalization
group scaling of the leptonic flavor mixing angles, and is shown in Fig. 3.10. The
net effect is that while the case of tan;? «s m /nn is not excluded in SO(10), the
t

ft —> cy rate is still typically larger than for moderate tan 0, so that this process
provides a more powerful probe of the theory as tan f) increases.
For large tan fl, ft and Mi become the physical masses of the two charginos. The
ft —* ey contours of Fig. 8 show that ji and jVfj should not be too large, providing
an important limit Co the chargino masses in (lie large tan ft limit. Furthermore,
this constrains the LSP mass to be quite small. We find that in this region il is still
possible for the LSP to account for the observed dark matter, and even to critically
close the universe, as can be seen from Fig. 3.11. However, the requirement that
the LS'P mass be larger than 45 GeV suggests that the two light cliarginos will not
03

be light enough to be discovered at LEP II.
As an example of theories with both a realistic flavor sector and large tan jS
we studied the models introduced by Anderson tt at. The flavor sectors of these
theories are economical: the free parameters can all be fixed from the known quark
and lepton masses and mixings. Hence the flavor mixing matrices at all neutral
gaugino vertices can be calculated. These are shown for the lepton sector of model
6 in Table 3.3. The Clebsch factors enhance the fi -» n~t amplitude by a factor of
2.3. and suppress d by a factor of 3. Even taking the top quark Yukawa coupling
e

to have its lowest value the rate for ft -* e-( in this theory is very large. Another
interesting feature of these theories is that the flavor sectors contain just a single CP
violating phase. This means that the phase which appears in the result for d and d
n

e

can be computed: since it is closely related to the phase of the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix it is not very small. That which appears in d„ is given in eqn. (3.7.24) and
is numerically about 0.2. We have computed the radiative corrections to m„ in the
ADHRS models and have found that the new mixing matrices in the up sector are
not large enough to yield sizable contributions: thus the ADHRS analysis of the
quark mass matrices is not modified. Furthermore, due to a cancellation special to
these theories, there is no contribution to d from the up quark at one loop.
n
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Chapter 4
A supersymmetric theory of
flavor with radiative fermion
masses

r

9- ,

4.1

Introduction
A complete supersymmetric theory of flavor must address both the fcrmion

mass problem and the flavor-changing problem [12]. An early proposal to address
the flavor-changing problem by invoking a U(N) flavor symmetry of the Kabler
potential in supergravity [17] was very incomplete; it did not address how the sym
metry could be broken to get the fermion mass interactions of the superpotential.
By studying broken flavor symmetries, one can study both issues simultaneously
[57], opening the door to a new field of flavor model building. Although there is
considerable freedom in the choice of the flavor symmetry group and the pattern
of symmetry breaking, the enterprise is nevertheless constrained by the direct link
between the flavor-changing and fermion mass problems. Many candidate theories
of fermion masses are excluded by flavor-changing phenomenology. In this chapter
we study the possibility that some fermion masses arise radiatively, which requires
large flavor changing interactions of the squarks or sleptons. Hence theories of
flavor, based on spontaneously broken flavor symmetries, which involve radiative
fermion masses, are very higlily constrained by flavor-changing phenomenology.
Flavor symmetries should forbid Yukawa couplings of the light fermions. After
the flavor symmetries are broken, the light generation fermions should acquire small
Yukawa couplings. Many models of fermion masses use the Froggatt-Nielsen mecha
nism [10] to generate small Yukawa couplings: assuming a flavor symmetry is broken
by the VEV of some fields {$), and after integrating out heavy states of mass M, one
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can get light generation Yukawa couplings suppressed by &£. This mechanism can
naturally generate second generation Yukawa couplings, but in order to ensure small
enough first generation Yukawa couplings one usually has to assume contrived rep
resentations of the flavor group and/or contrived patterns of Savor breaking. There
is, however, another possibility for generating small Yukawa couplings: if generated
radiatively, they are suppressed by the loop factor j^jr. This intriguing possibility
has been extensively studied in the literature[5Sj. A universal feature of all models
must be that an "accidental" chiral symmetry is present in the Yukawa sector to
force a zero Yukawa coupling at tree level, while this symmetry must be broken in
another sector of the theory in order for the Yukawa coupling to be rauiatively gen
erated. As pointed out in (59, 60], supersymmetric theories can provide a natural
way for this to happen: the constraints of holomorphy can force the superpotential
to have accidental symmetries not shared by the D terms. Given that the supersymmetric extension of the standard model is of interest for other reasons, we are
naturally led to explore the idea of radiative fermion masses in supersymmetric
models. To be specific, we consider supersymmetric Slf(3)

x Si'(2)

x £/(l) theo

ries with minimal low energy field content, i.e. we do not consider extra Higgses or
extra families etc. Wc will find that, with this assumption, the set of possibilities
for radiative fermion masses is highly constrained, and yields robust experimental
predictions.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.2 we consider general
possibilities for radiative fermion masses in supersymmetric theories with minimal
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low-energy field content, and conclude that, quite generally, only the lightest geueration can be obtained radiative!}'. In section 4.3 we discuss pbenomenological
constraints and consequences which follow from generating the lightest generation
r&diatively. In the subsequent sections, we consider issues related to building models
which naturally implement radiative fermion Yukawa couplings for the first gener
ation: In section 4.4. wc discuss some general properties such models should have;
and in section 4.5 we first present a model for leptons and then extend it to the
quark sector. Our conclusions are drawn in section 4.C.

4.2

General possibilities for radiative fermiou masses
We now consider general possibilities for radiatively generated Yukawa cou

plings in supersymmetric theories with minimal tow energy field content. We know
that, in the limit of exact supersymmetry, a Yukawa couplicg which is zero at tree
level will never be generated radiatively. Thus, in order to have radiative Yukawa
couplings, we need soft supersymetry breaking operators which, further, must ex
plicitly break thechiral symmetries associated with the-zero Yukawa couplings of the
superpotential. Also, the particles in the radiative loop must be at the weak scale:
since the generated Yukawa coupling A is dimensionless and vanishes in the limit
ms (the supersymmetry breaking scale) goes to zero, we must have A ~

ii^lf-

where M is a typical mass for the particles in the loop. Thus, M must be near the
weak scale (rather than the GUT or Planck scale) in order to generate large enough

M8

Yukawa, couplings.
Thus, we see that the breaking of theflavorsymmetries associated with the zero
Yukawa couplings must lie in the weak scale soft supersymmetry breaking operators:
the trilinear scalar A terms and the soft scalar masses. In this chapter we make
the plausible assumptions that the flavor symmetry is not an R symmetry and that
supcrsymmetry breaking fields are flavor singlets. Then, the A terms must respect
the same flavor symmetries as the the Yukawa couplings, since any flavor symmetry
forbidding / ^ / ( o ) (where f(c) is some function of the superfields <? in the theory)
will also forbid / &$$•/($). Hence, all the flavor symmetry breaking responsible for
generating radiative fermion masses resides in the scalar mass matrices. (However,
in appendix S we repeat the analysis without this assumption.

Kequiring our

vacuum to be the global minimum of the potential and using constraints from flavorchanging neutral currents (FCNC), the .4 terms are such that the conclusions of
this section arc not greatly altered.)
For simplicity, let us work in the lepton sector, and consider the possibility of
radiatively generating K lepton masses for K — 3,2,1 in turn.
K='i. In this case, we have a vanishing tree level Yukawa matrix which has a
large (f{S)t * l'{'i)e symmetry. By our assumption that the flavor symmetry is not
an R symmetry and that supersymruelry breaking fields do not carry flavor, the A
term; must also vanish. But then, alt the soft scalar mass matrices can be simulta
neously diagonalizcd, leaving an independent, unbroken U(\) symmetry acting ou
every superfield, preventing the radiative generation of any Yukawa couplings.
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K—2. Here, we only have the third generation Yukawa coupling at tree level.
This case is more interesting. We shall find that, although it is possible to generate
two Yukawa eigenvalues radiatively, strong constraints from FCNC force the ratio
of the (radiatively generated) first to second generation Yukawa couplings to a value
too small to be compatible with experiment.
Let us work in a basis where the Yukawa matrix Ae is diagonal,

' o o o ^
\B

=

(4.2.1)

0 0 0
0 0 A

/

Since Ajr is invariant under independent rotations of the first two generation left
and right handed lepton superfields, we can make these rotations on the left and
right handed scalar masses rn£( .,
R

(4.2.2)
where the l*i<«) are unitary rotations in the upper 2 x 2 block,
«;.(R) 0 1
t't(fi) =

(1.2.3)
1

If we write
"2*2

'"it I

(4.2.4)

then under Vt, we have
(4.2.5)
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and we can choose tij, so that
(

0

^
(4.2.6}

ta"'Li =
^ iwjj /

Thus, we can choose a basis where the 1-3 and 3-1 entries of m£ are 0, and similarly
for m^; the scalar masses have the form

n>i| | =
8

Smfy

rn\

0

Am|;

(4.2.7)

Arrt2

3

n\ J

««>

The 1-2 entries, im\

v

are constrained to be very small compared to m\ and ml

from FCNC considerations. Suppose we put just one of the 6m]-,. say <)rr.; , equal
3i/

to zero. Then, wc have a U ( l ) symmetry acting on the left-handed lepton superficld
of the first generation, which will prevent the generation of any Yukawa coupling
for the first generation. Hence, the radiatively generated first generation Yukawa
coupling will be suppressed relative to the second generation one by roughly
im

m

*I ^ M
^ ?3R
Aml
m'

(4.2.8)

R

where the rn\

R

are typical scalar masses for the first two generations.

Let us make a more careful estimate for the size of this suppression. For
simplicity, we work in the mass insertion approximation where mj, i«|, m\ arc taken
7

to be degenerate and equal to m . We find the radiatively generated Yukawa matrix
for the upper 2 x 2 block is

/
(4 2 9)

Ajxj =

~$*/{6)z
101

A5)x

/

where

/

</
*&
11
•P*
., „ » ^ » A ^ 3
r
n—:
r-. x = const x M(2?)*(*'-»»')"(**-«W)
t

f

l

i

and A/ is the gaugino mass. Since f(n) is only logarithmically sensitive to the ratio
1

1

£fj, we put M ~ m . Then, /(n) = fi-iHr>-\) ""^

w e

h a v c

3D

(4.2.10)

^JX3 —

Diagonalizing the above matrix, we find the ratio of the first to second generation
eigenvalues to be
j£

25~^~

*

ra

•

l-'-^'J

We see that it is impossible to generate large enough first generation Yukawa cou
plings consistent with FCNC constraints (unless the scalars are taken to be unaceeptably heavy), which require ( for 300 GeV sleptons and 500 GeV squ.irks)

25 fn
2a m

!

s

s

m

m*

LfSht^U
25 m
m
2

2

5

< x 10- ( A - D, mixing).
"'
6

(4.2.12.

We are left with the case A'=l, where Yukawa couplings for two generations
occur at tree level, while the remaining Yukawa couplings, which necessarily corre
spond to the lightest generation, are radial ively generated. In the next section, we
study the phenomenological constraints on this scenario in detail.
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4.3

Phenoxnenologicai constraints
In this section, we discuss the phenomenology of obtaining the first generation

Yukawa coupling radiatively. Recall that we are relying on the scalar mass matrices
to break the chiral symmetries associated with the Yukawa matrices; in particular,
then, the scalar mass matrices cannot be djagc-salized in the same btsis as the
Yukawa matrices. Thus, if we work in the mass eigenstate basis for ail fields, we
will haw non-trivial mixing matrices at the gaugino vertices as we showed in last
chapter.
Using the notation defined in chapter 3, we now consider the dominant radiative
contributions to the lepton, up and down mass matrices given in Fig. 4.1. In the

(a)

*

n

(b)

w

x°

'
W

Woi

5

Wo,

Cl

.

e

UL

BK

T

W

UL

g

w

Ul

(c)

df.-

Figure 4.1: The dominant radiative contributions to the fermion masses: (a) charged
leptoos, (b) up-type quarks, (c) down-type quarks.
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following, wc assume that the first two generation scalars are degenerate, since
we know from the previous section that the contribution to the mass matrix from
the non-degeneracy betweeu the first two generations is negligible. Evaluating the
diagrams, we find (keeping only the contribution from the third generation tree-level
mass) [25]:

4

u

.

47T COS' P ) f

[M*3fc,.saR.) - A(*at..*u».) - *(iii„.23/f„) + A(xii„,^ia,)l
+ H' ,3 H''£ 33* fA(x3t„,TlfiJ - A(*lfc„*)«„)]
E;

a

t

M

/

+ *,.3H fi 3.sW E 33[A(ljl.t*3n„) - A(Z|i„,X|/iJ]
R

J

fl

+ «<*<W>(*ir.„>*iK.)}>

Amuofl = J " ^ - (

(4.3.1)

Jfc-^) * { ^ 9 . ^ 3 3 WuttgWfa

[l>(*3L, 23R) - h(x c, XIJI) - h(xiL, x n) -r 'i(arii, x, )\
3

3

/

+ M BtJc.W'B 33*afl[ft(s3i.H/!) t

+i

w

e ipW^ {k(x,i„

a 3

K

K33

A(xii,X )l

X R) - k{xu,,
3

n

in

x )\
in

+ 6 S „k(x „x,n)},
a3

= ~T$r> >l{H). = nt^T

3

\tA.R) = " T J ' "

(4.3.2)

u

x

where x nnu
x

3

!

a n

in the leplon sector, x .

3t w

= ^$p.

^ Arr>d»0 is the same as 4 m , j with the replacements cot fi —>
U c
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tand, m, - • m> and t,v -> b.d. and where

X -

V/

Let us begin our phenomenological discussion with the leptou sector. The
above expression for the radiative contribution to the lepton mass matrix is rather
unwieldy; while we can use it for numerical work, in order to get an approximate
feeling for the size of the radiative electron mass, we simply look at the 11 entry of
the radiative correction matrix m, as A m n . For simplicity, we assume that one of
e

the neutralinos is pure bino, that the scalar tau's are degenerate with mass m and
much lighter than the selectrons. Then we find as in [59]
A+

x

- - *ZJ T"

^ ^ - ^

<«•*>

where M is the bino mass, A(l,l) = 1/2, and we have assumed Wtu CS I. As
t

explained in [59], we must work in the large tan 0 regime, and so we can neglect
the A term contribution above. If we set tan/? -a 60 and fi — M\ = m, equation
(4.3.4) reproduces the electron mass if the product We W
K3l

El:n

~ 0.01. This is

roughly speaking a lower bound for tills product. In this calculation we have taken
the selectron to be much heavier than the stau so that the super-GIM cancellation
in the loop can be ignored. In fact, however, for selectrons moderately heavier
than the jtaus, there will be a super-GIM cancellation and H'Ej, ,lVi.i , will be
3

3

correspondingly larger. In Fig. 4.2, we give a plot for the relevant s«per-(!IM
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suppression factor. Assuming left and right handed sealars degenerate, scalars of
thefirsttwo generations degenerate, and the third generation scalar degenerate with
the gaugino, we plot the super-CIM factor against the ratio of first two generation
/

to the third generation scalar masses. This implies that each of H B ,H'B , should
n3I

t3

be at least 0.1. In the following we will explore the consequences of having such
large mixing angles.
-/i —» e->: One immediate observation is that, if in the diagram of Fig. 4.1(a)
we replace one of the external electrons with a muon and attach a pholou to the
graph, we get a potentially dangerous contribution to the rare process ft —> e-».
How dangerous is this effect? In appendix C, we present the FCNC constraints c.i
the elements of the mixing matrices W. Requiring the n —» cy rate to be smaller
than current experimental bound constrains ^emttj-^E^i,.,
— 10"". Since we know that we need WEJ.,,,

to be smaller than

~ 0.1 in order to generate the

electron mass radiative]}-, we must hiive that H'p

3

&1CT in order to avoid a

i(J1)

dangerous /i -> e-y rate. It may soem strange that WE 3I
UR)

and WE n
um

have such

disparate sizes; any theory of lepton flavor with radiatively generated electron mass
must naturally explain why WBK«,88 >

SS O

much smaller than WE^^SI. Speaking

more loosely, if the electron mass is radiative, muon number must be very nearly
conserved.
~r —» e-y: What about the decay r —• cp. Since it is a 3-1 transition, it is
directly related to Wg

UKi

. Under the same set of assumptions that went into the
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Figure 4.2: Plots of the sujwr-GIM factor H = h{z ,x )
3

3

- /i(x3.:ri) - fc(xi,x ) +
3

A(xi,xi) and # s A{i3,xa) — A(2 ,x,) versus the ratio between the first two gen
3

eration and the third generation scalar masses ,/y.
1

y = rnf/mj

— xt/xj, with X3 = 1, (M — m ).

* 2 ^ «. 1.2 x

3

3

l O - ' ^ f l ^ V ^ K W

for o, /? * 1, 2, and 7/ has to be replaced by 11 if one of the <», fl is 3.
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simplified equation (4.3.4), the amplitude for TC(R) decay is
_

am,

F

™

=

(j4 + ytan£)

i^sTfe:—Iff—

„,
x

.

.

.
3

.
5

» w * * * *»>• ^ - >

where
s(*,y) =

;

x-y
2

x -2ilni-l

and g(l,l) — ^ . The branching ratio for T —> e-/ is proportional to IWEUJI* +
2

i^^Rsil S 2|H's W'Bj53 ii which is the product constrained by the requirement
i3l

I

of obtaining radiative electron mass. Putting n = M = m = 300 GeV gives
t

B{T —* «•->) a; 10"*, a factor of 100 beneath the current bound. We make a more
careful analysis as follows. Assuming that the left and right scal&rs, as well as the
scalar: of the first two generations are degenerate, both the radiativcly generated
m, and the r - • ey rate depend on the following parameters (other than the mixing
angles) in the large tan/? regime: (/i,jW|,Afj,mJ,m|,tan/S) Putting Un/J = 60
and assuming the grand unification relation Afj ~ 2M the dependence is reduced
it

to only {ii,M\,rn\,m%). Specifying these parameters determines what the product
WE,;S\WEKSI\ should be to obtain the correct electron mass, and this in turn pro
vides us with a lower bound on B(T -* ey). In Pig. 4.3, we give a representative
contour plot for this lower bound on B(T —> ey). Over a significant portion of
the parameter space, the rate is only 10-100 tiroes smaller than the current bound
B(r-*ey)

£1.2x10"'

[61].
10S

10 B(t->ey)

100

200

250

300

M {GeV)
1

Figure 4.3: Contour plot of B(r -» ey), where the mixing angles are fixed by
requiring a radiative electron mass.
We have put 1*11(3 = CO., p = 7«f=200 GeV, and plot in the M, - ^/y plane where
A/i is the bino mass and we have assumed the GUT rejation iW ~ 2M ; y = ^*.
2

t

We also assume that the left and right handed mixing angles arc equal, giving us a
li

lower bound on B(j -» a). The branching ratio scales as %p—.
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-d : li there arc CP-violating phases in the theory, we have further consid
t

erations. First, we note that if there is no mixing with the second generation (as
seems to be required for avoiding dangerous (t —» ey), then we can choose a basis
/

where the mixing matrices H £
is (c£>Mj r,ri + k.e. + L—tR).
3

w/t)

are real: the only potentially complex coupling

Since the tree level electron Yukawa coupling is zero,

we can independently rephase the superfields e^;/!) to make m J / | real. Thus, the
3i

B

only sources of CP violation are the phases in the A and ft parameters. Ordinarily,
(when no fermion masss are generated radiatively), the phases of A and /* are con
strained to be small, since arbitrary phases lead to large electric dipole moments
via diagrams proportional to the tree level first generation Yukawa couplings. Does
the situation change when we generate the lightest generation Yukawa coupling radiatively? To answer this question, let us look at the lepton mass matrix and dipole
moment matrix in the two dimensional space of the first and third generation (the
second generation has no mixing and is thus irrelevant). For simplicity, we again
consider taking the first two generation scalars much heavier than those of the third
generation so that they are decoupled, and we set ft — M\= m. Then, we have
.02W W e»
Ein

£n3l

.OSH^e"

m.

— s ; l . S x 10 "cm x (———)
c
M\

no

1

/

\
(4.3.7)

1

WiB«:

where 8 is the phase of .4 + ;itan ,S. We can approximately diagonalize the lepton
mass matrix as follows
{

TXl

T

0.02lV

B t 3 1

W

0^

Bn3l

Vh>

*Vii

-*<*

0.02W

,-*

\

EL<K!3I

(4.3.8)

Ve

u

- 0 02 WF

e''

/z

In the basis where the lepton mass matrix is diagonal with real eigenvalues, the
electric dipole moment matrix is d' — Vg, d Ve , and the electric dipole moment of
t

the electron is d = lm(d' ).
t

cll

t

H

We find with AT, = 300 GeV and W

El

3 1

W„
E

3l

~ 0.01

(as required to generate the electron mass),
!,,

— = 8 x 10~ cm x sin 0.

(4.3.9)

4

Thus, sin 0 must be smaller than ~ 7 x lO" for i - not to exceed the experimental
27

limit of i x 10~ cm. So, we have not mi.de any progress on the supersymiuetric
CP problem. Howeve., as we have already mentioned, if we assume that sin 9 is
sufficiently suppressed, there are no other CP-violating contributions when muon
number is conserved.
What if the electron mass is not all radiative in orig'n and has some small
tree level contribution? If there is an 0(1) phase mismatch between the t r « and
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radiative parts of the electron mass, there will be a phase in the electron electric
2

dipole moment of order j£— even if A and ft are taken to be real. This would again
II

3

give too large a dipole moment unless ^— ^ 10~ . (Of course, in deriving this
result, we assume that most of the electron mass is radiative, otherwise there is no
reason for the W E , ^

to be big enough to cause trouble with the dipole moment).

We conclude that if there are large CP-violating phase differences in the theory, I ho
electron mass must either be nearly all radiative or nearly all tree level.
In the quark sector, in addition to the first generation quark masses, wc arc
also interested in the possibility of generating KM mixing angles by finite radiative
corrections. Table 4.1 shows the relevant ratios of quark masses and mixing angles.
The constraints on SUSY FC.N'C have been studied in (13,14], and the results
are given in terms of 6,,- = -JJ?-, where irh^j is the off-diagonal squark mass in
the super-KM basis and Mj is the "universal squark mass". However, in order to
generate the light generation quark masses entirely by radiative corrections, the
splitting between scalar masses of the first two and the third generations must be
quite large so that the super-GIM cancellation is not effective. As we can see from
Fig. 4.2, this typically requires g j ii 3. Then it is not clear which scalar mass should
be used for Af,-. In appendix C, we translate thes results obtained in {13, 14] into
constraints directly on the mixing matrix elements, which are more suitable for our
dicussions.
When tan fi is large, some of the one-loop diagrams for the down type quark
Yukawa couplings are enhanced by tan/7 (Figs. -1.1(c), 4.4(a)(bJ], They can give
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3.6 x 101 x 10-

1 •.
| am m,
v*m*
Rim,

j
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3
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5

8 x 10"*

2.7 x 1 0

_!

1.3 x 10"»
ltnd vni
m
E

6 x 10-

3

!

t

4 x 10-

s

4 x 10"

4 x NT

3

4 x lO"

3

2

1 x lO"

2

1 x 10"

Table 4.1: The relevant ratios of quark masses and mixing angles with all quantities
taken at the scale of top quark mass.
The values of quark masses, mixing angles, and the RG mass enhancement factorsr;,
are taken as follows: m,(m,) = 168GeV, m^m*) = 4.15GeV, m (m )
c

- 1.27GeV,

c

ro.(lGeV) = 180MeV, mj(lGcV) = 8McV, ro„(lGeV) = 4MeV, ij = 1.5, ij =
k

2

3

e

2

2.1, v«.i = 2.4, sinfl = 0.22, V* = 4 x 10" , V& = 4 x 10" , V - 1 x 10" .
rf

c

w

significant corrections to the down type quark masses and KM matrix elements[51J
Here we are interested in the possibility that some of the light generation quark
masses and mixing angles are entirely generated by these loop corrections. Because
of the large tan /J enhancement, it is easier to generate KM mixing angles in the
down sector than in the up sector. In fact, we can see from Table 4.1 that it is
impossible to generate V& in the up sector, while generating VJ, aud 0,. requires
Wtr , to be greater than about 0.4 and 0.2 respectively. Wu, is linked to M'o,
c3

by the KM matrix: VRM CS W }Wr> - To get the correct VU, H'u
V!

L
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t3I

has to be

(a)

(b)

T
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Figure 4.4: Chargino diagrams which contribute to radiative down-type quark
masses and are enhanced by large tan ,9.
canceled by the mixing angles of the same size in Wet, which wiU violate the
FCNC constraints listed in Table C.l. Therefore, we will only consider generating
KM mixing angles in the down sector.
The Savor diagonal gluino diagram could give large corrections to the down
quark masses if the corresponding Yukawa couplings already exist at tree level.
It does not generate fermion masses if they are absent at tree level, but gives
iarge uncertainties in the tree level bottom Yukawa coupling Aj, which appears
in these gluino diagrams. The Savor-changing gSuino diagram {through mj/jtan/l)
can give sizable down quark mass matrix elements involving light generations and
therefore generate ro* and KM mixing angles. The first chargino diagram (Fig.
4.4(a)) only gives significant contributions when one of the external leg is AJJ, i. e.,
it contributes to Ao

15l

Xoa> ^oaa- With some unification assumptions at high

scales, one usually finds the chargiuo contribution to the bottom quark mass is
smaller than and opposite to the gluino contribution [37, 38). Here we do not make
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assumptions about physics at high scales so both contributions lead to uncertainties
in the tree level AjJ. The contributions to Ao, and Xvzs are pro)>orUoiial to V,i and
3

V„ respectively, so they can only give corrections to the already existing mixing
angles but not generate them entirely. The second chargino diagram (Fig. 4.4(b))
is supressed by the weak coupling constant compared with other diagrams and
will be ignored. In the following we will concentrate on the possibilities that the
light fermion masses and mixing angles are generated by the flavor-changing gluino
diagram.
-m„: The possibility that m, comes from radiative corrections by mixing with
the third generation has been pointed out in [62]. Wc can see from Fig. 4.2 and ^» in
-3

Table 4.1 that if Wi; Wi/
L3x

Kil

~ 1 0 , m^ can be generated entirely from radiative

corrections. There is no direct constraint on the 1-3 mixing. The induced splitting
between the first two generation left-handed squark masses could contribute to
K — li mixing. However, this constraint is easily satisfied, so it is possible that m„
is entirely radiative.
-m<: From Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.1. we can see that to generate mj requires
1

WDI 3i W'D 3I ~ 2X10"' . Compared with the constraints derived from B—B mixing
K

in Table C.l(a), this requires the sfennion masses to be in the TeV range, which is
somewhat uncomfortably large. In addition, if raj docs gel its mass from radiative
corrections, wc also generate the 1 -3 entry for the down Yukawa matrix. Their ratio
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AA£,,

3

W , H'o 3jrr
Bl

1

W'

(I

Dn33

for mj ~ I TeV, assuming W b ^ =s 1, where /Y = A(x.u,x- ) - h(x^x,n)

-

)fi

x

x

x

z

A

^ u . ^ f t i + Aiiit.XiB), H = A( 3Ii 9ft)-&( i&t aA)> ^ ^ i *i(3W.(ft) arc defined
in (4.3.2), (4.3.3). On the other hand, ^ ^ ~ 0.3. We see that, the generated A A ^
gives a too big contribution to V*± which has to be canceled by a tree level Ad 3.
We now discuss the possibilities for radiative generation of KM elements. We
lake the independent parameters of the KM matrix to be V„„ V^. Vk. and the CP
violating phase.
2

-& : To generate 0, we need W O ^ M D , ^ ~ 10r . assuming I'V'
c

FVom B-B

Di(n)M

~ 1.

mixing and b -» s'i decay, or K - R mixing alone, the sfermion masses

are also required to be £ 1 TeV in order to satisfy these constraints. Furthermore
the phase of WD WD
L3X

K32

has to be small (< 10~'^ from the t parameter of CP

violation. Similar to the case of rm, generating 6 radiatively may also give a too
C

big contribution to V„„. if we try to generate m*, 9 . and l'
C

vt

all by radiative

corrections, ignoring the difference between H and Ji, we obtain the following ratio
for the mixing matrix elements from Table 4.1:
**0i!33

:

WDH-X! • WDM — V'„JT»II : sin 0 m,
c

: mj = 4 : 6 :

1.3.

(4.3.11)

By unitarity we obtain
Wp^

~ 0.55, « ' „ „ , K 0.82, IV,,,,,, * O.IS.

lie

(4.3.12)

(Taking into account that H > H gives larger Wp ,
K31

Wp,,,,.) From Table C.l,

we can sec that mj has to be pushed above 2 TeV (even higher for the first two
generations) lo satisfy the constraiuts from both AMK «»<' !> —* •"?• if there »r«0{ 1) phases in these H"s, the e constraints raise the lower limit of the squark masses
to ~ 20 TeV, which is unacceptably large. Furthermore, it is unnatural for models
to have such a large Wp^

mixing. Therefore, it is unlikely that all KM matrix

elements can be generated by radiative corrections.
3

-V^: To generate V& we need WD

~ 5 x l 0 " , which easily satisfies the B—B

L3J

mixing constraints. Hence V^ can be generated radiativelv, but as we learned froiii
above. VU and 0, cannot both come from radiative corrections, and neither can K,*
and m<f.
-V t,: Attaching a photon to the diagram which generates A m u a gives a dia
c

gram contributing to the decay 6 —• s-v . Hence one can write down the following
simple relation between gluino diagram contributions lo V^ and to the Wilson co
efficient Cj(M ) [63| for 6 -» si,
w

&c*Mw) = to - « n » 9 ^ . § * 2 2 S .
W

/

_ n" "Ac (Aftv)
7

,Sm

lv

3

56'

,4.3.13,

Am „
p

where G = jj(s3j., *3/0 - 5(ijt.«3R), and # is defined in (4.3.6). The gluino di
agram contribution to 4 —» a-/ interferes constructively with the Standard Model
contribution if l' j is generated by the similar gluino diagram. Therefore, generating
t

Ki radfali'vely requires heavy gluino and squark masses ( £ i TeV) or cancellation
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between the chargino diagram contributions to i —» 57 and other contributions.
-CP-violating phases: From the above discussion we found that it is very dif
ficult to generate all KM mixing matrix elements by radiative corrections. This
means that a non-trivial KM matrix should occur at tree level. There is one physical
CP-violating phase in V/CM, and several more in the quark-squark-gaugino mixing
matrices. The number of CP-violating phases in the quark sector (not including
the possible phases of the parameters A and ft) is counted as in the following.
/

There arc four unitary mixing matrices Wu , Wy , H jj , Wo , (VKM is related to
t

K

t

K

H'c/ ', Woi and hence is not independent,) connecting 7 species of quark and squark
t

fields m,,di, u«, <fo, Q, V, D. Among the phases of these iields, 6 are fixed by the
6 eigenvalues of the Yukawa matrices \u and •VD (if there are no zero eigenvalues),
one overall phase is irrelevant, so we can remove 14 of the 24 phases in the Ws
by phase redefinition of the quark and squark fields. Each massless quark removes
one more phase by allowing independent phase rotations on the left and right quark
fields. IJach pair of degenerate quarks or squaiks of the same species removra one
phase as well. Assuming m„ and mj massless at the tree level, and degeneracies
between the first two generation squarks, we can remove 5 more phases and there
are still 5 independent phases left. One of them cannot be moved to the Wu's and
it can give significant contributions to the CP violation effects in the A' and B
systems.

IIS

4.4

Guidelines for model building
In the introduction we indicated some general features effective theories of

flavor should have in order to generate radiative fermion masses. In particular, we
pointed out that, in supersynimelric theories, an accidental superpotential symme
try is needed to ensure that the first generation is massless at tree-level, while this
symmetry must be broken by D terms in order to obtain radiative masses. For
instance, in the effective leptoa models considered in [59], al' lioloniorphic and fla
vor symmetric operators possess an accidental U(l)t, x £/(l)«, which is violated by
the D terms. From the point of view of an effective theory, then, it is representa
tion content and holomorphy which arc responsible for accidental symmetries for
every possible superpotential operator, thereby forbidding some Yukawa couplings.
However, this is by no means a necessary condition for the existence of tree level
massless fermions: We do not always generate every operator consistent with sym
metries when we integrate out heavy states. Thus, the condition that every effective
operator in the superpotential possess an accidental symmetry is clearly too strong;
we only need an accidental symmetry to exist for those operators induced by inte
grating out heavy states. For this reason, it seems that a deeper understanding of
the accidental symmetries lies in examining the full theory, including superheavy
states. This is our purpose in this section. We wit) find simple, sufficient condi
tions for guaranteeing the existence of tree level massless states after integrating
out heavy slates. We will also describe (in view of later application to the quark
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sector) the structure of the tree-level KM matrix. These conditions will serve as
convenient guides for the explicit models we construct in the next section.
We begin by considering sufficient conditions for the existence of tree level
massless states. Consider the lepton sector for simplicity. In Froggatt-Nielsen
schemes, we have fields £(,,«<, (a = 1,2,3) which would be the three low energy
left and right handed lepton fields in the flavor symmetric limit. However, there
are also superheavy states with which £ and e mix after flavor symmetry break
ing. In general, we have vector-like superheavy slates {L, <£ Li) and {E $ £,),
a

(s = 4,..., n + 3, o = 4,..., m + 3), with L, E having the same gauge quantum num
bers as(,e respectively, and with the barred fields having conjugate gauge quantum
numbers. We also have a set of gauge singlet fields tp with VEV's {<&) breaking the
flavor group Gj. In the supcrpotcntial, we have bare mass terms for the (L. L) and
the (£, E) fields, as well as trilinear couplings mixing <?'s with light and superheavy
states. We also have a Urge Yukawa matrix A M {/=• l,...,ti + 3, A-

l,...,in<f3),

connecting the dowu-type Higgs hi to the (£o,i<) and («„,£.).

(
lfi(

t L)•
y

\
c
E

hi.

(4.4.1)

I

Once the fields ^ develop VEV's, we will have mass terms like, ({<!>) I mixing light
and heavy states. In order to diagonalize the bare mass matrix and go from the
flavor basis to the mass basis (where "light" and "heavy" are correctly identified),
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we must make appropriate {$) dependent unitary rotations on the fields:

{<\

(

l'mVl((9))l,

E' = U ({4))E.

= &e(W)

S

In this basis, the mass terms are £."« Mil\L\ + £™

+ 3
= 4

(4.1.2)

M*E' E' , and the Yukawa
a

a

matrix becomes
A'lA = ViiiWijAjBVlmteA,

(4.4.3)

where summation over J and B is understood. In order to integrate out the {now
correctly identified) heavy states at tree level, we simply throw out any coupling
involving them. The Yukawa matrix A for the three low energy generation icptons
is then
A„ = VirnhjAjgUkmus,

(o,/» = 1,2,3).

3

(4.4.4)

We would now like to understand circumstances under which we can have a
certain number of zero eigenvalues for A. For A to have * < 3 zero eigenvalues, its
Tank must be 3 - /;. To sec when this is possible, we make the simple observation
that each row (or alternatively each column) of A contrihutes at most one rank to
A. Consider for instance the contribution to A from the ,7o'tl) row of A. Defining

we have
"nS

~ '«Wi
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(4.1..I)

which is manifestly rank 1 if it is not identically zero. Define a non-zero row (column)
of A to be a row (column) with at least one non-zero entry. Then, it is clear that a
sufficient condition for A to have rank equal or less than 3 — k is that the number
of non-zero rows (or the number of non-zero columns) of .1, up to rotations, equal
3 — it, i. e., A also has rank 3 - k; since in this case A is of the form
A

oS

= f>&!,

(4.4.6)

which is manifestly rank 3 - k or less (the case of interest to us is k = 1). We will
make use of this criterion in the following section.
We next turn to examining the tree-level KM matrix in the quark sector. In
analogy to the lepton sector, we have Yukawa matrices Ap and Av,

\
W D

K,

(4.4.7)

where all new fields are in obvious analog}' with the lepton sector. Let us assume
that the general condition stated above, ensuring the existence of a massless eigen
value for AB and At/, is realized by Ap and Av. Then, we can write

Suppose in particular that Ap and Av have jiontrivial entries in the same two rows,
in which case we can chooie T'„ = T)J, i =• J,2. Then, the resultins KM matrix has
son-zero entries only is the 2-3 sector. The reason is that, since the first generation
is missies, wo can always choose a basis where the first generation quark doublet
h»s no component <.f superheavy quark doublets with Yukawa couplings, and so
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both Ap and Xv are only non-zero in the lower'2 x 2 block. We can see this more
explicitly as follows. First note that we can make a rotation on the left handed
quarks to m a k e i i point in the 3 direction, and make independent rotations on the
right-handed up and down quarks to make ya and y' also point in the 3 direction.
B

In this basis, we have
0 0 0
An.»J =

0 0 0

0 0 0
+ .T^JJ, XvcS =

o o , /

0 0 0

+ *l*'a

(4.4.9)

^0 0 ,,• )

However, we can always make rotations on the upper 2 x 2 block so that s ' . r . s '
have 0 entries in the first component. Using equation (1.1.9), we easily see that
both Aj> and AJI are only non-zero in the lower 2 x 2 block, and KM mixing only
occurs in the 23 sector, as claimed. Thus, in order to have, for example, a tree level
S or V t, (as is necessary from our discussion in section 4.3), we must ensure that
t

u

Ap and An do not have entries in the same two rows. Other than this case, wc
expect generically that all elements of the KM matrix exist at tree level.
In this section we have shown that if the Higgs couples in only 2 rows or 2
columns of the full Yukawa matrix to matter, then there will be a light generation
which i» massiess at tree level. The required sparseness of Higgs couplings is due lo
Gj and holomorphy.
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4.5 Realistic models for radiative fermion masses
In [59], some explicit, lepton models of flavor with radiative electron mass are
presented, which naturally fulfilled the phenomenological requirements of Sec. 4.3;
namely, the electron is massless at tree level, the muon picks up a tree level mass
upon integrating out heavy states, muon number is conserved, and D terms yields
e — T mixing which generates a radiative electron mass. In this section, we begin
by presenting the lepton model most readily extended to the quark sector, the full
;

model with flavor group Gj - SU{2)( x 5l (2), x 1/(1) A , then give an extension to
the quark sector.

4.5.1 The lepton model
The k-pton model is based on the flavor group Gj = $U(2)t x 5t'(2)« x U(l) .
A

The fields are categorized as light/heavy and matter/Higgs in Table 4.2.

Matter

Light

Heavy

f (0),</(+l)

/,(+2),£,(+i),Z(-2),/.'(-l)

3

£ ( - 2 ) , / ? ; ( - , ) , F(+2),£'(-r1)
Higgs

MO)

&K+1), <M-1),S(0)

Table 4.2: Field content and £»/ transformation properties for the lepton model.
/ . : arc SU(2)t and SU(2). indices respectively, the numbers in brackets are the
1/(1 J* charges.
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We require the theory to be invariant under matter-parity (Matter -» - Matter)
and heavy-parity (Heavy —* —Heavy). Here, matter-parity is crucial to avoid
dangerous /J-parity violating couplings, but the heavy-parity is imposed only for
1

simplicity. Requiring these discrete symmetries and G/ invariance gives us the fol
lowing renormalizable superpotential (where all dimensionless couplings are 0(1))
W = X,he h + A, LEh
3

+ filsl'4a

+ hhL'S

+

f&e'Uul

+ f'&E'fai + fei&'S +

f^fajE

+ M LL + Mi,Vli
L

+ MEEE

+ Ms.E'Ei.

(4.5.1,

Note that this superpotential has only two Yukawa coupLags X3 ( for the T) and
X, (for the superheavy L, E). Therefore, using the results of the last section, we
arc guaranteed to have a tree-level massiess state after we integrate out the heavy
3

fields; we identify this state with the electron.
The fields fa, fa and S take VEV's which break the flavor symmetries. We can
assume without loss of generality that {fa) = (vt, 0), (fa) = (v«,0). As described
generally in the previous section, these VEV's mix the light and heavy states and
1

However, both of these parities are automatic in the 5E/(3)* x 5{/(3) models considered iu
c

(59]. The C(1)A factor in Gj also finds a natural explanation in tbese theories. We do not use the
SU{%) theories here as a starting point here because the requisite modifications to go to the quail
sector arc more difficult to see than in the SV{2)e x £t/(2) * ISO)* model we ate considering.
Actually, in this theory the existence of a masulcsii state can already be seen in the etfcctive
c

2

theory as described in [59].
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we must rotate to the mass basis where "light" and "heavy" are properly identified.
An approximation to the resulting rotation on the Yukawa matrix is shown in Fig.
4.5, and we generate the following superpotential term for the light fields:

Mg

ML

so, we can identify (£:,ej) with the muon and (<j, ei) with the electron.
hi
i

J

e . , ? « . ! f» ?, > «
i
i
•

i
i
i

Figure 4.5: The diagram which generates the second generation masses.

Let us look at the above rotation more directly {24]. Setting Oi, <? .S to their
r

VEV's gives the foihving mass terms in the superpotenlial:
W „ = M UL
ma

L

l- utj) + M l\U

+ # s + 4'M + M ,l\Li

Ls

L

+ i'fo),

(4.5.3)

plus similar terms for the E\ where e = — ^ , <} = jjp, *" = ^ i . Tims, the
t

mass basis is related to theflavor basis via f = Utt, where?* = (li.fjila.jC.j&iijtj)'.

iae

To a first approximation, we have

o o o

-t';-

o

o

1 o

0

0

1

0

-t'i

0

0

6, 0

1

0

0

t'

t

0

1

0

o <? o

o

o

l

V< =

t", 0

(4.5.4)

j

Completely similar statements hold for the e's. Nou\ in the original flavor basis,
the Yukawa matrix A is
0 0

0

0

0 0

0 0 0

0

0 0

0 0 X

0

0 0

0 0 0

A, 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0

0 0

0

0

3

-1 =

0

V

(4.5.5)

After cotatiag to the mass basis, we have

( ,0

0

A! = UIAV\ =

0

0 e>e )n

0

0

0

A

0

0 -f X,

0

X

0

0

(J<A

0

0

r

-Ci\,

0

3

(4.5.6)
c

0

0

<A

0

0

0
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t

3

0
S

0
0

Dropping all couplings to the heavy states, we obtain the low energy Yukawa mat rix
A.

/

\
0

0

0

0 «t \

c 4

0

0

A

\ 0

3

.

(4-5.7)

;

just as we found earlier.
Note that the VEV's {c ) and (^>) do not completely break Gj; the generator
t

e

r„ = Tcr ,-2(r?-7?>

(4.5.8)

(l)

annihilates both (<j>t) and (6 ), and corresponds to the muou number:

3

r

(4.5.9)

W
We now have most of what we want; we need only show that the required mixing
between the r and e is generated in the scalar mass matrix. We can generate D
term mixings upon integrating out heavy slates [21 j. The diagram in Fig. 4.6 gives
(1.5.10)
Note that this term explicitly breaks the U(i ) chiral symmetry associated with the
fl

zero tree-level Yukawa coupling of the electron, so we ex|>ect the required mixing
'Tat 1/(IJA hetec in G/ can he replaced with its 2, subgroup and still avoid dangerous
mucin number violatingprocesses: after the VEV's are taken there is asymmetry under (eVe?) —.
{—h, -e?) which still forbids mixragbetween the scalar ^ and r,e, therefore avoiding the dangerous
ji — et decay.
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$t\

s

I

4_*

1

I

I

T
I

A
I

'

*J

"-•

d

Figure 4.6: D term mixing between the first and the third generations.
between f and e to occur. Let us check it more explicitly. The D term part of the
2

2

lagrangian is / &$($$+tf £V*rrc ^),

2

where ^ is a collection of all the fields and m

is the soft supersymmetry breaking scalar mass matrix. When we rotate to the mass
a

3

4

basis, we send ? —» U$. Under this rotation, ^*e» is invariant, but m —• Um U**
In our example, the scalar mass term for the left-handed Jcpton fields is ^mfl, with

rrig = diag(mj , m j m ^ m ^ m j , , m j ). The scalar mass matrix for the three low
/l

4

l

>

T h i s u not strictly speaking correct, since supeisymmet-Ty breaking can affect the rotation to
3

the mass basis. For instance, in Fig. 4.6, we could attach s purion3 &* and $ t o the superpotential
J

vertices, obtaining a direct contribution to the scalar mass matrix of order | J 4 | , where A is the
tri linear soft term associated with the nuperpotential vertex.

Put another way, we can hnvr

2

•purions 0 in the rotation matrix (/, and get contributions to the scalar roasees from rotating
f t y - These contributions are of the n m e order as the ones we are di«:u»iog, but do not afleel
xrty of our results.
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energy generations is then

0

ml + Wml + Wml,

0

(4.5.11)
The zero entries in the above matrix are a consequence of the unbroken £/(!)„
symmetry of the theory. We can explicitly see the 1-3 entry generated in the scalar
mass matrix, which, together with the corrseponding 1-3 entry in the the righthanded scalar mass matrix, is responsible for generating the radiative electron mass.
There are two difficulties when we try to extend the lepton model for radiative
electron mass to the quark sector. First, the radiative down quark mass is severely
constrained by B - B mixing as we showed in Sec. 4.3. This can be resolved if
the SUSY-breaking masses are heavy enough ( £ 1 TeV). The other problem is
that in addition to the quark masses, we also have to get the correct KM mixing
matrix. As wc have shown in Sec. 4.3, it is very difficult to generate all KM mixing
matrix elements: squark masses have to be pushed up to uuacceptably high scales
and unnatural flavor mixing gaugino interactions are rnwded. Excluding that |K>ssibilily, one has to put in some mixing angles at tree level. In subsection 4.5-2 w*
present a model in which aii first generation fermion masses come from radiative
corrections. In subsection 4.S.3 wc construct, a mode) in which m and m„ come
t
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from radiative corrections while mj and 0 appear at tree level with the prediction
C

sin0„ = yfmi/m,.

We show that this model can be naturally embedded in the

Sipped Stf(5) grand unified theory.

4.5.2

A complete model for radiative first generation
fermion masses

The complete model for quarks and Ieptons is based on the same flavor group
Gj = SU(2)t x SU(2), x 0'(1)A as in the iepton model. However, a minimal direct
extension of the lepton model to the quark sector does not give tree level KM
mixing angles. Following the guidelines to generate tree level S and V',4 in Sec. 4.4,
c

we need to introduce two heavy left-handed SU(2); singlet quarks Q, Q' (and their
5

conjugates Q, Q'). Their U{\)A charges arc assigned such that Q only couples to
the up-type Higgs but not the down-type Higgs and vice versa for Q'. In addition,
there cannot be au unbroken V{\) left iu the quark sector, so we introduce a second
r

5L(2)i doublet c>[. and a second 5t (2), doublet e>£, whose VEV's are in different
directions from the directions of 4>i and #, VEV's, breaking Gj completely. The
field content and Gj transformation properties of the quark sector are shown in
Table 4.3. We also impose matter-parity and heavy-parity. The VEV's of e>, 4> »"d
'Second pairs of heavy (/', C" and W, Lf are not included ia our discussion. They can be
added as loaf; at their U(l)n charge assignments forbid their Yukawa interactions with the Q'l
and Higgses.
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Heavy

Light

Matter

«3(0), tl.-(-l)

tf(-2),0(+2).

« (0), ?i(+t)

Q(+2),<?(-2),

3

t'.(-i),C'«(+i)

Q'(0),0'(o),

<?/(+!), <?'(-!)

,0(0), 0(0),

A(+l),/>'(-!)

* ! , ( - i ) , «,-(+i).

5(0)

d (0), d,(+l)
3

Higgs

MO), ftj(O)

?l/(+l)>ri(-l).

Table 4.3: Field content and Gf transformation properties of the quark sector. /
and t are SU(2)i and SU{2) doublet indices and the numbers in brackets are U{ 1 )*
r

charges.
S are assumed to take the most genera! form:

(
{<!>ll} =

WW =

6

\
I'lO

, ( < M ••

«« . WW =

(5) = v..

14.ft.12^

«J2

Because we are dealing with a full theory, we restrict ourselves to renormaiizable
interactions only and all possible renormalizable interactions consistent with the
symmetries are included. Nonreuormaliz&ble interactions are assumed to be absent
or Mi|>j>r*ss«l enough sn that they can be ignored. The Gj transformation jirojierties
of the up sector are identical to those of the lepton mode) so the analysis is exactly
*6n, *„ c»o be put in this form by SU(2)i »nd S£/(2), rotttions, then <>;,, <$'„• VEV's wilt
take the gencril directions if HICK* are no alignments helhten <?J. 4' and $,,, «,,. Here wc will
f

pet specify the origin of thcac VEV's.
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ti

the same as in the lepton model. The superpotential for the up sector is

+ Afotftf + Aft/.P't/f + MQQQ + MQ,Q'QI.

(4.5.13)

Note that although we introduce another pair of Gj breaking fields ij, and «' . they
rl

do not have renormalizable interactions with the up sector and the lepton sector.
The only such G[ invariant interactions
Ll'$„ £•£•#„ QQ%,

UU'ti,

(4.3J4)

axe forbidden by heavy-parity. Therefore, we do not generate muon number violat
ing operators even though Gj is completely broken.
The superpotcntial of the down sector is given by
Wd - \oqahida + XdtQ'hiD
W

+ &« <W<3%+ & * « ' «

+ MoDD + Mo, D'D, + M . Q'Q'.

(4.5.15)

Q

The fit and / « couplings are responsible for the D term mixing between d$ and
J„ i — 1,2 (with intermediate O'). fa, / « mix <f, d with 0, /J , /J mix ./,, ij,., <£
5
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3

a

4

with Q' and they are responsible for generating tree level Yukawa couplings among
da. d , and q,, q , c* with hi. After integrating out the heavy states, we obtain the
3

2

following tree level Yukawa matrices far the up quarks and down quarks:

/
A ,=

\
0

0

0

t

0 erftBjArt
where.

0

0

0

,

e^jtf^A^

e^j^Arfj

(4.5.16)

AD =

0
A„3

,

_ /<3"10

_ ftjVrO

„

_ />3"r0
.

fi*V,

Both matrices are of rank 2, as suggested by the theorem of Sec. 4.4, (although this
cannot be seen from the effective theory point of view). Now we have a massless state
in each of the up and down sectors and all mixing angles arc generated at tree level,
ra, and mi are then generated radiatively by the mixings between the first and the
third generations induced by/,], /,«, /„], /.«, and / n , fa with intermediate Q', 0,
and £> states. / « , fa, /£,, / , , also induce the D term mixings among generations
with intermediate D and Q' states. For example, the mixing between q-, and 171 is
~ ^ cJ;, which is about the same size as the corresponding KM mixing angle. For
3

large tan/3 they can give sizable corrections |O(50%)J to the KM matrix elements.
Since We do not know the exact size and the sign of these corrections, if we just
take m,, sin ft: and Kt to be approximately equal to the tree level results, then we
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have [within <3(50%) accuracy]
4

2

Vet * <«««£} * x 1°" .
2* s

^

^

siu0 a; ^ £

a 2.7X10-.
a: 0.22

e

(4.5.17)

Combining the above relations, we obtain the approximate tree level Ki.

which is about a factor of 2 bigger than the central value. However, as we found
in Sec. 4.3, when we generate m* by radiative corrections, we also generate Vff*
bigger than the central value by about a factor of 3, which has to be cancelled by
the tree level V'JJ". [f the sign is right, (4.5. IS) is just in the range which can caned
against the radiative contribution to produce the correct I'Li. Therefore, realistic
values for all quark masses and KM mixing angles can be obtained. Naively, one
might expect that it is difficult to have massless first generation quarks at tree level
because of the Cabibbo angle. Here we showed, with the help of the theorem of
Sec. 4.4 for the rank of the Yukawa matrices, that one can naturally get massless
up and down quarks at tree level, while having nonzero sin 9,..

4.5.3

A model of radiative m,„ m , and tree level rn,/
e

As we have mentioned, a radiative WIJ is only barely consistent with B — 1}
mixing with very heavy SUSY-breaking masses. In this subsection, we present a
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model in which nij is nonzero at tree level, while ra, and m, arise purely from
radiative effects. The flavor group is Gj = SU{2)T

X SU(2)F

* 2 . The reason
4

for the subscripts of the 51/(2) groups will be clear later. U(1)A is replace by its
subgroup Z*. Matter-parity and the heavy-parity are imposed as well. The field
content is shown in Table 4.4, where / , t are SU{2)F and SU(2)T

iudkes respectively,

and the numbers in brackets are the Zi charges with n and (n mod 4) identified.
6T„ 6FI, S and X have nonzero VEV's:

(
(CT.)

=

(°Fl) -

\
VF

, {5>=r„{.Y) = v .
I

(4.5.19)

which break Gf completely, lu this model there is only one pair of SU{2)T,F breaking
Heavy

Light

Matter

<*(0),c,(-l)

£ ( - 2 ) , £(+2)

a(-i),£'(+o

'3(0},*/{+n

JK+2),X{-2)

£/(+]), £ ' ( - « )

u (0),u/(+3)

W+2),&(-2),

V/(+i),i"(-D

e (G),?.(-l)

C(-2).$(+2).

(?.(-!). <?'(+!). £?i(+l). a - ' f - l )

*(0),4(-l)

0(-2),0(+2),

A(~l),£'(H),

A (0).M0)

«M-l),«*r;(+!),

.V(0), A'(2)

3

3

Higgs

t

flJ(+D./>"(-l)

Table 4.4: Field content and G) transformation properties of the model with radiativu m , m«, and tree level mi.
u

fields <jm, 4>ps- The tree level rnassless electron and up quark can l>e easily seen in an
effective theory point of view[59], because the only $V{2)T,F
1116

invariant holomorphic

combinations of the two light fenerations and fields with nonzero VEV's for the
J

J

r J

lepton and the up quark sectors are e'' e,«!T;, e' t'i<iFJ, ' "i<l>FJ, and f.''(j,<PTj, which
cannot give Yukawa couplings to both light generations with h and lij. In the down
u

sector, q's and d's have the same Or transformation properties. One can write down
the effective operator
J'qihtdjXS,

(J.5.20)

which generates the 12 and 21 entries of the down Yukawa matrix with equal siw
and opposite signs. Hence we can obtain both 6. and mj at Irtv level with the
experimentally successful relation s'm$ a
c

yfmdjm,.

Compared with the lepton model discussed earlier in this section, the extra
.V field is required to break the left over 'second generation parity" in order to
generate Vi» and K, but it may also induce a too big p —» c~ rate, which will
:

be discussed later. The Q\, Q' , D[, I)' Are responsible for generating the operator
(4.5.20). They can be omitted if uoiireuormalizabte operators are allowed and are
sufficiently large. In fact, because this model can be analyzed in the effective theory
point of view, including nonrcnormalizablc interactions will not affect our results.
However, for simplicity and completeness, we will analyze the full theory and restrict
ourselves to reuormalizalile interaction*.

The Ippton sector and the up quark sector are similar to the previous models.
VIV. will not repeat the detailed aualysis. The only difference is that with the

137

additional A' field, we can have the following extra interactions:
UXe,B, faXiiL. UXu G, f,iX^Q.

(4.5.21)

3

They mix the third generation with the heavy SU{2)TIF)
3

:J

singlet generation. Iu

J

combination with c' <^iCj£, C <PFI£JL, t' <<iFrujU, and t"<pn<ijQ. they generate
the 23 and 32 entries of the Yukawa matrices and also the D term mixing between
She second and the third generations. For the up quark sector, the D — D mixing
constraints are very weak and hence easily satisfied. However, for the tepton sector
the constraint from the p —> e7 rate requires the 2-3 mixing to be no bigger than
3

O(10~ ), while the naive expectation of 2-3 mixing in this model is of the order V^,.
Therefore, one has to assume that the couplings of the -V field to the lepton sector
are small, or prevented by some extra symmetries. We will see that this is possible
to achieve later.
In the down quark sector, in addition to the usual interactions,

+ AiftO'^r. + f,t<nQ'S + /,»<"ViQ&ri
+ Udi&'vr, +

fi&DS+fa^diDtT,

+ M DD I- Mp.&D, 1 M QQ I M^Q'Q,,
D

Q

(4.5.22)

which give the tree level b and s quark masses and l-'i D term mixing, we have the
following interactions as well,

K = UKQX + fadtbx
13N

+ Uq&X

+ fjedt&X

+ Mo-D-'D'; + M -$''Q' .
Q

As we have discussed before, the J

Qiy

(4.5.23)

i

/& couplings induce the 23 and 32 entries

of the Yukawa matrix and the 2-3 D term mixing, so that Vd, can be generated,
/is, / » , -W A* together with / , / j couplings generate the operator (4.5.20),
tl)

s

which gives tf. and mj, and the successful relation sin# = •Jmjjrn,. The tree level
c

down quark mass matrix lakes the following form,

\

0

C

0

-C

E

B

0

'

(4.5.21)

£ ' .4 ;

while the tree level up quark and lepton mass matrices have nonzero entries in
the lower 2 x 2 block. In addition to m, and m , V t is also generated by radia
t

u

tive corrections from the 3-1 mixing W o , . The required size of Wp „ is much
3!

l

smaller than chat required for generating m< radiatively, so the phenomcnologica!
constraints are easier to satisfy as we have discussed in Sec. 4.3.
Looking at the G/ transformation properties of the fields, one can see that this
model can be embedded into the fiipped SV(b) grand unified theoryjtW]: <? and <i
(and the not discussed right-handed neutrino n) belong to the 10 representation of
fiipped 51/(5), « and ( belong to the 5 and e is a singlet 1 under flipped 5('(5).
SU(2)T

is a flavor group for the 10's and SU(2)F
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is a flavor group for the S's. In

Table 4.4, the e's are assigned to transform under SU(2)Tthem transform under a different SU(2)s,

Here one can either have

or simply identify SU{2)s

with 5£'(2)r.

One nice feature of embedding this model i-Uo flipped 5t'(5) is that the X field
car. be assigned to the 75 of SV(5).

Because only the 10 x 1 5 contains 75 and

the 5 x 5 . 1 x 1 do not. the X field can only couple to q and d but not the lepton
sector. Then the p-r mixing and hence the troublesome /i —» c-y decay rate can be
removed.
After flipped SU(5) h broken, we do not expect the couplings and the mixings
to be the same for fields belonging to the same representations of the flipped S£/(5).

7

But if TO assume that they are of the same order, the radiative m , m„ and VU
e

2

are also consistent: radiative V^h does not need a big Wo

l3l

{~ 10" ), then H'[/

K3t

1

has to be quite big ( £ 10" ) for generating m„: but so is its flipped 5(/(5) partner
H'£

13|

for generating m«. On the other hand, At,-, Xy, and A are independent
e

in flipped SU(5) models. They can take suitable values so that all the tree level
quantities come out correctly.

4.6

Conclusions
In this chapter, we hai'e considered the possibility of generating some of the

iight fermion masses through radiative corrections. Any theory of radiative fcrmion
'If flipped SV(5) wne not broken, the tree level 12 and 21 entries of the down quark mass
matrix would uot be generated, because t'llOilOjhiXS

vanishes. However, since the flipped

SVIfi) if, broken, i't and d'» can have different mixings «> llial i"iid,htXS
MO

tin be noniero.

masses must have an accidental symmetry for the Yukawa sector guaranteeing the
absence of tree level masses, while this symmetry must be broken elsewhere in the
theory for any mass to be generated radiatively. In our discussion, supersymmelry
has been crucial in naturally implementing this scenario: supersymmetric theories
automatically have two sectors (the superpotential and D terms) which need not
have the same symmetries; because of holomorphy the superpotential may have ac
cidental symmetries not shared by the D terms. Furthermore, the particles in the
radiative loop generating the fermion masses are just the superpartners of known
particles, and must be near the weak scale if supcrsymmetry is to solve the hierar
chy problem. Thus, supersymmetric theories of radiative fermion masses can lead
to testable predictions. Working with supersymmetric theories with minimal low
energy field content, we found (with the plausible assumption that the accidental
flavor symmetries of the tree level Yukawa matrix are only broken by soft scalar
masses) that FCNC constraints allow only the first generation fcrmion masses to
have a radiative origin.
In the lepton sector, a rather large mixing between the selectron and stau js
needed in order lo generate the electron mass. This implies that mixing with th«srauon roust be highly suppressed in order to avoid too large a rate for /x —> «?. The
large sclcctron-stau mixing also gives rise to a significant rate for r - t o which is
only a factor 10-100 lower than the current experimental limit.
In the quark sector, in addition to the quark masses, the KM mixing matrix
must also be obtained. The FCNC constraints strongly limit the possibilities of
Ml

generating light quark masses and mixing angles. We found that m« and V„b can be
generated by radiative corrections, while radiatively generating any of mt, 0 and
C>

I'Li requires heavy scalar masses (~ ITeV). Further, it is very difficult lo generate
mj, 9 . and VJ, together radiatively unless the scalar masses are between 2 and 20
C

TeV, which we view as unacceptably high. These constraints cause the principle
difficulties in constructing a model of quark Savor with radiative masses.
We introduced a iepton model with flavor group SU(2)< x 51/(2), x

V(\)

A

and then extended it to the quark sector. The lepton model has a number of nice
;

features: the 5C (2) breaking p VEV's are responsible for both D term mixing
between the first and the third generation and generation of the second generation
mass, so the ratio between the radiativcly generated first generation mass and the
:

second generation mass is naturally of the order l/(]fcr ). Further, muon number
is conserved so that the dangerous rate for /i —• <ry is avoided. A direct extension
of this model to the quark sector cannot generate the correct KM mixings, which
requires the addition of more fields and flavor symmetry breakings to the theory.
We presented two complete models with radiative fermion masses. In the first
model, all nrst generation fcrmion masses come from radiative corrections, and there
are also tree level contributions to 0 and V'„t as required by the FCNC constraints.
C

First generation fermions are guaranteed lo be massless at tree level by requiring
the "big" Yukawa matrices of the full theory' to be rank 2. Requiring a tree lew! 0

C

1

and VU forces us to add another heavy left-handed quark Q and its conjugate Q'.
and another pair of 5f/(2)i.r flavor symmetry breaking field"- $ , . Muon number is

still conserved as a consequence of the field content and charge assignments of the
theory. With these minima) extensions, we obtain a complete theory of radiative
first generation fermion masses with successful values for KM mixing angles.
In view of the fact that a radiative mj and B—B mixing are only compatible for
very heavy scalar masses, we also constructed a second model in which m and m,
u

come from radiative corrections but mj and S arise at tree level with the successful
c

relation sin6 = ^m^/m,.
c

The dangerous p. —> cy rate can be naturally suppressed

if we embed this model into (lie flipped Sb'[5) grand unified theory.
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Appendix A

In this appendix, we first give a more complete treatment of mixing matrix
scaling in the Iepton sector, and then give a treatment for the quark sector.
Let us return to (3.5.7) and consider the effect of including the (CECSJJ; term.
In general the scaling from MFL to .Mc will generate a <g<£ not diagonal in the
same basis as XgXs, so we expect some non-zero ((ECE)*,- From the RGE for CF.
neglecting gauge couplings,
£<£ = CEI^X^E

+ Tr(3Aj,Aj> + \ X )]
E

+ M^fiCif + Tr(6CoAf, + 2CEA^)J. (.4.1)

B

We have
%1<UE)

- H<US>>E><B + *fi*jr<cCE) + 2Tr(3A{,A +

\ *E)CUS

0

E

+ SCSAE-^CE + « £ A + AicE)Tr(OCoAc + 2c Af).
E

£

Then, to first order in the off diagonal parts of ^ ig and CSCBF

a n

(.4.2)

d keeping only

third generation Yukawa couplings we have

jtei-te)*- - (cjke)j.-l>"? + ml + o v , j ,
v

1H

(.4 3)

5 1

where IJ = j ^ . Because of the large numerical coefficient in front of A£, Aj in the
above equation, (<E<E)3I is driven to zero more rapidly than Wiai, after which it
ceases to have any effect on the running of Ww

More explicitly, from (3.5.7) we

have that

Solving (A.3) for (C£te)w(0 and inserting into (A.4) we get

Integrating (A.5), we find
r

-mL,vWs)e' + ml (M )
3i

a

0

= 2 j T rfle" J".' * f «?*«*«»W''>
x (ckeM-Ve)
s SUkCshdMa).

(.4.0)

So, we have
mixiMs) = e-^tm^JWc) - «Wl< )(Afc)l.
E

(.4.7)

Wc expect m^,, and (ck&)jj to be related by some combination of Cicbsches x at
Mr, as follows:
m

0

Where A , tn\ arc the universal A parameter and scalar mass at MPL, respectively.
u

Then, we have from (A.7)

t-tr,

Clearly if o ^ x < 1, inclusion of the fcjjCEh; twn in (3.5.7) does not change
any of our results. If S^frx ~ 1 or > 1, we can still of course use (A.9), but the
suppression effect may disappear. A simple estimate shows, however, that 6 itself is
already small ~ ^ , and so we are only in trouble if £$x is big. To see this, replace
•V, Aj and tj by some average values A , A» and rj in the expression (A.6) for 6. Then,
r

Jo

SA? + 3(A? + 5AjA )r

J

r

l

"'

So,
! , , | <

SA +3(A?
?

+

^ A ).
t

r

{ A

'

U )

For the A's between 0.5 and 1, and fj ~ 1, ]A"| ranges from \ to ^.
How can we qualitatively understand the above results for the scaling of mixing
matrices? The rcnormalization group equations try to align the soft superaymmetry
breaking flavor matrices with whatever combination of flavor matrices responsible
for their renormalizatioii. However, because a given coupling can only be renorm&lized by harder couplings, there is a hierarchy in whichflavormatrices affect the
running of others. The Yukawa matrices, being dimensionless, can only be affected
by other Yukawa matrices. In the lepton sector, this is the reason that the basis in
which e.g. A};AE is diagonal does not change. N'ext, the soft trilin«ir terms, hav.
ing mass dimension one, can only be affected by other trilinear terms and Yukawa
couplings, Again in the leptos sector this means that e.g. CI-CF tries to align itself
with A^Ajij. Finally, the scalar mass, having dimension two, arc affected by every14fi

!

thing: m tries to align with AJ-AE, but suffers interference from <ECE> unless C' ,CE
L

F

is diagonal in the same basis as Ajr.\£. Even if ( | ( ^ is not diagonal in the same
basis as AI-AC, it is trying to align itself with A^As, so m£ will still tend to align
with AJ-A.£.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the situation is slightly complicated
in the quark sector. In the leploii sector, there was a fixed direction inflavorspace
given by AE, with which the soft matrices aligned. In the quark sector, we have
both Aii and AD, and A(JAJ,, ApAj, are misaligned (Vfc.w j£ 1). This complicates
the analysis for Wy , Wo so we discuss them last. Let us now examine the scaling
L

L

of W- „, W>'p . (Throughout the following, we assume degeneracy between first two
R

7 -neration scalar masses, we neglect all Yukawa coupling matrix eigenvalues except
those of the third generation, and we do not include the effect of trilinear soft terms
;n the scaling. The last assumption is made for simplicity: we can make similar
arguments about the importance of these neglected trilinear terms as we did above
in the lepton sector.)
First, we show that the basis in which A/,Air is diagonal remains fixed. The
RGE for Aj,Aj; is
J *V*V = ^W'Y+'iAllD^V+Wr

A < / A , - y f l ! - 3 | - ||a;)A|,A .. (4.12)

t

t

fl

c

Working in a. basis where Aj/Ar; is diagonal, let us see if jjAp/Ai/ has off-diagonal
components. We have, (recalling that in this basis A[,A;J = VXMA£,V',[ ),
M

—(A{,A£,-J., -• 2(At.-J'A-AfA^l^. At.-)i;
w
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= 0 for ij 5^3

(4.13)

since we neglect all Yukawa's except the third generation. Similarly, the basis in
which ApAp is diagonal does not change. Thus, the discussion for the scaling of
5

li'vit-i W'Dn ' completely analogous to that in the lepton sector, and we find

Wo^Vh^Ws)

= e-">^|{-gj^ ,V^ (Afo).
m

M

(4.15)

We now turn to Wu , WB^, Let VyJJi) be the matrix diagonaliziag kv^bti)'t

*tr*i(() = VSJt)Sl(t)V5l(i).

(4.16)

In the superfield basis in which AJ/AJ; is diagonal, thesquark mass matrix is m ^ =
Vv «^V .
L

0l

Note as before that ffi&f = WVJUQWUI.)*

= H^K-'^ATn^, so

we are interested in ^ffigj,. Now,

- [»&. V&jyHfc] + V ^ m ^ .

(4.17)

The second term is the analogue of what we have already seen in the leptori and
right-handed quark sector; using the IIGB for m£," we find to leading order

Now, Vv {}Vv is obtained from the RGE for AyA|,. Actually, note that
L

L

so that only [Vj i Vu , Aj|,j is determined. (This is a reflection of the fact that
t

t

l'c is not unique: let X(t) be any unitary transformation leaving HT^(f) invariant;
t

ISI&{<) = A'H')In^(0A'(0- In our <•««. A'(0 is most generally a U{2) matrix iu the
first two generation subspace. Then, if Va diagonalizcs m^*, so docs V X. Under
t

this change, Ve^V^

'

s n o t

Vl

invariant, but [vj5 jj \\i , Ay] is invariant). Further,
t

L

,

,

since we neglect first two generations Yukawa eigenvalues, [l ll ^''i j,.*[;]>j — " f°
i

t.j = 1,2, and only [ I ' ^ F ^ , A?,^*) = (=F)A?Kj ^Vg
t

til(Si)

is determined, and we

can choose a!i other components of V^ 5 l'i. to vanish. From the RGE for A(;A£-.
t

J

j (\v>\,)

= 6(*,Ai;) + 2(3Tr AfAj, - j

t

S

* - 3?J - jfjrfW *},

+ {A ;Aj,.ApA^},

(.4.20)

t

we find

= AfAjVi-wsaK^,,

(.4.21)

- Ami \* *&w W *

(-4-23)

and thus

Thus to leading order
U i W - ^ > Vc^Vv U
L

and finally we have
jfiVv^Wb^M'h)

» (A? + A?)MV .»* „AmJ + AMw*»fc«i»A»ni- (.4.'«)
w
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l

r

Similarly we find
^{WD^W^AmD

= (A? + XtWou.Wh^ml

+ A ? ^ 3 , V - A m ^ (AM)
W

A

WM

Wo can formally solve the above equations, e.g.

A m T ^ " ^ ^ '
(4.2G)
and. to a good approximation, given that Wi.' does not scale very significantly,
13l

we can replace

So, an approximate solution of the RGE for Wi/ , W/> ib
t

t

(4.28)
and similarly

(.4.29)
The above retultt are in agreement with qualitative expectations; the extra
terms in the exponential of (A.28) and (A.29) are & reflection of the fact that the
bases in which Ai/Ay *°d ApAg are diagonal change with scale. For moderate tan £>,
however, we expect that the basis in which A(/Aj- is diagonal should not ch-.nge with
scale, and in this limit the extra term drops out of (A.2S).
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Appendix B

In this appendix, we consider the possibility that the soft supersymmetry
breaking trilincar A terms do not respect the ehira.1 symmetries of the Yukawa
matrix- [65, 66]. Before beginning the discussion of radiative fcrmion masses in
this scenario, let us consider the constraints imposed on the form of the A matrix
by requiring the desired vacuum to be the global minimum of the potential. (The
extent to which this is a neccesity is discussed at the end of this appendix). Consider
the ieplon sector for simplicity (identical arguments hold for the quark sector). Let
us work in a basis where the lepton Yukawa matrix is diagonal and has K zeros.
There are jD-flat directions in field space where the right aud left handed iepton folds
and the down type Higgs are nonzero. If we restrict ourselves to the K roassless
generations, there arc no quartic terms in the potential along the P fiat directions:
all we have are the cubic A terms and the scalar masses. Hut, if the A terms are
nonzero in the K x K block of the maasless generations, there will be directionsin field space where the cubic terms become indefinitely negative and cannot be
stabilized by the quadratic mass terms. This can only be avoided if the A terms are
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zero in the A' x A' block of the A' massless generations. This constraint is in itself
quite powerful. For instance, if A' = 3, we must have that the A matrix is zero, and
the argument that one cannot generate any radiative masses goes through exactly
as in section 4.2. Next, ict us consider the case A' — 2. In this case, the A matrix
must be zero in the upper 2 x 2 block. Note that we can make a rotation on the
first two generation scalars to make A&, A3, zero for fither i = 1 or i = 2. Now, the
potential is no longer unbounded below, but there is still a local minimum along
the Z)-fiat directions for the first two generations where both left and right handed
fields aqiiire VEV's, breaking electric charge. We require that the energy of this
1

minimum is greater thai) that of the usual minimum, which is — jil/fw . For scalars
much heavier than {:Wzt')j — 150 GeV, we can approximate this requirement by
demanding that the elective charge breaking minimum has energy greater than zero.
A straightforward calculation analogous to that in [67] then gives us the following
constraint, where we assume that all relevant scalars are degenerate with mass m:
ifMas! + IAMI + !Ai|) JSAjm.

(B.l)

There arc corrections to this inequality due to the fact that the true vacuum energy
3

is not zero but — }.Wjt' ! still assuming m £ 150 C?eV the correction takes the form:
5<l A H | + M»| + i.4,.,j) & XMl
i

+ 5} ~
)•
JAj m'

(B.2)

With these constraints in hand, we begin the phenomenological analysis. Sup
pose that the scalar masses did not break the chiral symmetries of the Yukawa
matrix. 'J'hon, since one of ^st.jj, .4s},;3

c a n
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be chosen to be zero by rotations,

one generation would remain massless to all orders of perturbation theory. Thus,
in order to generate both generations radiatively, we must have that both the A
terms and the scalar masses break the chiral symmetries of the Yukawa sector. In
the folloxving, we consider the possibility that the A terms generate one mass ra
diatively white the scalar masses generate the other mass. It is easy to see that
this is impossible in the lepton sector: the muon mass is too big to be generated
radiatively, and even if we could, we would generate too large a rate for r ~> /17.
Moving on to the quark sector, we have four cases to consider:
(1) m<j from scalar masses and m, horn A terms: In the mass insertion approx
imation, assuming for simplicity that all scalars are degenerate with mass m, we
have in the large tan^t limit
m,
a, .nMsAAi^jA^Vd)
m, ~ 13* m* ' m»
n.» "
(

From equation (B.l), however, we must have that

m,

2

,_...
'
{

H'"* £ ^ , so

m* m*

which, even for rn=JO0G«V, gives too small a valueforin, by a factor of ~ 100.
(2) rnj from A terms and in, from scalar masses: The same argument, as lit rase
(]) suggests that the generated mass for raj will be too small by a factor of ~ 10.
Perhaps this factor can be overcome for some choice of parameters. However, the
scalars are so light that the required mixing in the scalar mass matrix to generate
r;i„ together with the A terms responsibleforrn^, gives uiiaa HpUble contributions

to A' - A' mixing, and, if there are CP-violating phases, even more unacceptable
contributions to c.
(3) nt, from scalar masses and m from A terms: The general problem with
c

the up sector is that m seems to be too heavy to be radiative. In the case we are
c

considering, we find analogously to equation (B.4)

m

tn

t

m

and so to generate large enough m we must again have fairly light squares.
c

(4) ro„ from A terms and m from scalar masses: In this case again it is difficult
c

to get a large enough mass for the charm. In analogy to equation (4.3.10) we have,
(in the limit where we decouple the first two generations, minimizing the super-GlM
cancellation and so maximizing the generated charm mass)
S

=

^ft

* ^ 3 1 ^ 3 1 WvJaWumnjji).

The maximium value of Wv^Wvu^WvJJWusm

{Bfi)

consistent with the unitftrity of

the W matrices is y Then, we Lave
nic ^

•» Alii

. m-

5

-sS5xi<r -22/(-r£>.
m

Ms

t

(B.i)

M}

Recalling that /(1) = ~, we see thai, even with maximal mixing angles, the radiative
charm mass is too small or perhaps right on the edge. However, having such large
mixing in the left handed up 32 sector also implies large mixing in the left handed
down 32 sector, which violates the bounds from b -> st unless the third generation
seniors are pushed above I TcV. This then makes it difficult to generate a large
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J

enough up mass, since the A term contribution is suppressed by (*Jf) from (B.I).
We find
!

e

^2xlO- (^)(l ^)(HI -X)--+

m»

As*

m

m

)

773

which is also on the edge. Another difficulty with having such large 32 mixing is that
it disturbs the degeneracy between the scalar masses of the first two generations
for both left handed up and down squarks, and this could again give problems with
K — K mixing and e.
The above arguments certainly do not rule out the possibility of generating
both light generations radiatively; there may be regions of parameter space whore
our rough bounds are evaded. Indeed, it may even be the case that requiring
the desired vacuum to have lower energy than the charge breaking minima is not
necessary, perhaps the lifetime of the false vacuum can be long enough for the
Universe to have stayed in it up to the present: this remains to be seen. However,
these arguments, together with the fact that for the A terms not to share the
same chiral symmetries as the Yukawa matrices we must entangle flavor symmetry
breaking and supersymmetry breaking, provide us with sufficient motivation to
restrict our detailed treatment to the scenario considered in this chapter.
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Appendix C

In [13, 14], the SUSY FCNC constraints are expressed in terms of the ratios
of the off-diagonal scalar masses and the "universal squark or slepton masses". For
example, the supersymmetric contribution to the B — B mixing is given l>y:'

+ (^ )it(«f,)«fi!-12/*(x) 3

i$6x/4*)}

+ v*u)i*[132*/«v*)] + («n)L!'32i/«(x)J
+ (^ )i«(<j3)M[228/ (*)},
3

(CM)

e

where,
fc{x) = L-.y-

s

J

^ ( - C l u x - ISilu* - i + 9* + 9x - 17),
s

/«(*) « , / , - ' .,(-6g*la T - 6s I n i + 3 + 9i- - Si - 1)
3(i - * ; "
' W» uw lh» notation and th<- funmiin in JI3], torrefied liv [\A]
ISO

(C.2)

are the Feynman loop intrgrals defined in [13], and
x

Mi

m

,a->

ktL

on

=Tk<"*« (*S)" " -TST'
» **<* *> -

Demanding that each term is no bigger than the experimental value of &Mg gives
the constraints on Sfj. However, with large splitting in scalar masses of the first two
and the third generations, it is better to have constraints directly on the mixing
matrix elements because of the ambiguity of what J/j should be. In this appendix,
we will convert the constraints on Si into constraints on the mixing matrix elements
}

W, directly.
3

We assume degeneracy between the left-handed and the right-handed scalar
masses, and also the first two generation scalar masses (denoted by m,). To reduce
the number of parameters, we also assume that the relevant gaugino mass is de
generate with the third generation scalar mass (denoted by m ). We also lake the
3

chiraiity-cbanging scalar masses much smaller than the chirality-conscrving ones,
so that the eigenstatcs and eigenvalues arc not disturbed significantly. Now wo can
express the SUSY FCNC contributions by the mixing matrix elements and the two
parameters r«j and jr & —t. For example, the first term in (C.l) becomes

2I6ATJ

Demanding it to be smaller the A.A/|

XP

gives the constraint on

1.17

Wp ,
l3l

Similarly, we can obtain constraints on other mixing matrix dements from the other
terms. The constraints from B — B mixing are shown in Table C.l(a).
For A' — R mixing, A m ^ ^ .

can have two contributions. One conies from

the splitting between the first two generation scalar masses, Wi» j . (">i - '"sJt(

0 t

We can use the constraints in [13, 14] in this case because the first two generation
scalar masses have to be degenerate to a high degree and there is no ambiguity in
what .V, is. The other comes from the large splitting of the third generation scalar
mass, W'5

Wg^

Am\ — ml). This part can be treated in the same way as in

the B— B mixing described above. The terms proportional to the left-right mass
insertions are a little more complicated because they involve new integrals. These
terms are proportional to \mi(A + jttantf)]*. For our purpose, wc always %vork
in the large tan .'J scenario. Hence the corresponding constraints scale as j ^

r t

,

versus r»j in the case of chirality-conserving terms. The results are listed in Table
C.l(b) for &TR&- and Table C.l(c) for e. The t' parameter could put constraints on
,

j Im rV u

t(J1)

* H'B
j

iiJI)3|

| and |lm W b q H ' b
WJ

n

JM)31

| . The first one is weaker than the

constraints from other places, the second one is enhanced by tan ii and is listed in
Table C.J(d). The numbers are obtained by requiring its contribution to t' smaller
than .'{ x 10-**.
The mixing matrix elements WD

are constrained by the k —> .<•? decay.

U

4

Thefc—• *7 branching ratio lias been measured to be (2.32±0.S7±0.S5) * 1G~ by
CLEO (6SJ. which is consistent with the Standard Model prediction (2.3 i 0.S) x
lir'foDi. Inftupcrsymmclricmodels there arc many other contributions. The ghiino
138

diagram contributions depend on the mixing matrix elements W/>

um

be used to constrain rt'^j, „

so they can

. Unlike other contributions, the gluino diagrams give
-

significant contributions to both 5io ""6yj/' p and »RO'"'bi,F u. operators. The former
M

t

can interfere constructive))' or destructively with other contributions and the latter
does not. In Tabic C.l(e) we list the constraints on Wo

iS1

and WD

KZ1

by requiring

that each gluino diagram alone does not exceed the Standard Model contribution.
The up mixing matrices Wv 's are constrained by D—D mixing, and the results
are shown in Table C.l(f).
In the lepton sector, the most stringent constraints come from /i —' e-j decay.
In the large tan 0 scenario in which we are interested, the amplitude of the dominant
contribution is given in Rcf. [62). Requiring that the rate does not exceed the ex
perimental limit, B(fi -+ £7) < 4.9x 10*"[54] give constraints on

iv

WE ir, B .i >
U

37

Hll

3l

which are shown in Table C.l(g). Because we are interested in generating m, by
radiative corrections which requires sizable mixing betweea the first and the third
generations, Wg

un]

WF,

urt

. the r —• ^7 decay does not give stronger constraints on

than those from the p -* e-i decay.

l.V.<

Table C.l
(a) j J m

s

y/s

VIHetWo*,,)'!

^IReWo^.lVo,,,!

2

1.0 x 10-'

3.1 x 10-

3

6.5 x 10"*

2.4 x lO"

5

4.9 x 10-*

2.0 x 10-

J

5

2

(b) Am*

vS
%
•

-

,

>/|ft*IIV|>t»«' i) i)''l
13

v/lfteiVo, xWp,.,, H'o „Wo.l, I
n

2

4.7 x 10-

3

3.0 x 10"

5

2.2 x 10"

4.2 x lO"

2

3.6 x 10"

Dt

0n3l

7.4 x 10-'

3

4.7 x SO"

5.6 x 10"
2

J>,HHW „W p\'

3

3

3.7 x 10-

3

a

{<)«
8

j v/» | v1M«W,Hfe„,> l
1 2 !
3.7 x30"

v/ilmH-o,•„W , W „,W ,l, i
0l 3

3

1

B

0l

4.6 x 10~

vWH^rt^.W*

4

6.0 x 10-

3

4

3.8 x lO"

1

3.0 x 10-*

!
3

| 3 |

2.4 x 10"

| 5 j

1.8 x I O -

3.4 x lO"

1

2.9 x 10"

W*'
v^

IIiiiH'OtMWtjuil*

2

1.4 x 10-

3

3

7.7 x I0"

4

S

S.4 x I0"
160

4

3

(e) b —• ay

yft

IHfctwl*

2

6.9 x 10-

3

5.3 x 10-*

5

4.7 x lO"

2

(0 i m
x/V vWW^JjWi^,,)*!
2

1

c

H

v

w

/|R«»V't,-tM«'i'*si ''t.'»j? V«;,l

2

vTK«KWV.M"'f« » l
1

3.0 x 10"

s

3.9 x 10-'

6.3 x 10'

2

2.3 x 10"

2

2.5 x 10"'

4.7 x 10-

4

1.9 x 10-

3.5 x 10-

2

3
5

2.0 x 10"'

2

(B) $t — *7

V5

IK^M"***!*

|WeM,»*M,l*

2

2.4 x 1 0 °

2.2 x 10"'

3

J.S x 10"? •

1.3 x 10~

5

1.6 x SO"

3

4

1.0 x 10-"

Table C.I: Couttraiou on ill* fvrniivii-stvrniivi) flavor mixing matrix elements.
The reference values are t»kcn as: J5I - M - SOOGeV, ft — SUOGcV, tan 3 = 60.
3

s

and y/y S -JIJ-. Same constraints also apply for I, •— It. The onr-s with # scale as

Nil
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